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Volume XXIX

Bosmey Holds Meeting

COLUMBUS

ATTACKED

A message was received here
as the Liberal went to press
stating that Columbus, N. M.,
had been attacked by Villistas.
Six American soldiers and eleven
civilians killed, several houses
burned and that the bandits had
been driven back into Mexico by
the United States soldiers. Communications from Hachita late
today
this report.
Villa and his band were within
15 miles of Columbus on Wednesday morning, looting the Palomas
and and , Cattle Company s
property. Over seventy. Mex
icans are reported killed in the
attack at Columbus.

PROPOSED STRIKE
MEANS TIE UP
movement
A nation-wid- o
for
higher wages has been instituted
by the four large organizations of
of railway employes. The railways
called upon for this advance in- lude all those in this country and
some in Lanada, operating altogether 280,000 miles of line. Three
hundred thousand men are involv
ed in the movement, and the increase amounts to about 25 per
cent in present wages and about
87 2 per cent in overtime pay over
that fixed by arbitration and would
add one hundred million dollars a
year to railway operating
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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, March 10, 1916

No. 17

EASTER
Ash Wednesday, the first day of
Lent, this years falla on March 8.
Easter Sunday falls on April 23,
the latest in many, many decades.
Such a late observance will not
occur again until 1943, When the
Easter date will be April 25. It
.won't fall on April 23 again until
the year 2000. Examples of late
Easters are few. Records show
that in 1728 Easter fell on April
28, and in 1739 on April 29 The
most recent year in which Easter
fell on the 23d of April was 1905.
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MINES AND MINING

ANIMAS ITEMS

J. N. Isaack's left Friday eve
ning: for the county scat to serve
on the grand jury.

85 MINE SECOND
The annual meeting of the stock
LARGEST PRODUCER
Mining
holders of the Bonney
Mr. Thompson and sons have
That the 85 mine of this district
Company was held at the coms the second largest copper pro- - gone to Silver City to investigate
Monday
city
pany's offices in this
ucing mine in the state of New a croat proposition.
morning. The following officers
Mexico, was shown in the gross re
O. G. King made a fly
were elected: Mr. Van Wart, a
turns as given by the State Tax ingJudge
trip to the Upper Valley in
prominent business man of Beloit,
commission under the Springer-Hawkin- s
Wis., president; E. F. Laffin of
law, whereby the net val his Ford last week.
this city, vice:president; J.
The Woodmen held their regu
ue of the output of each producing
secretary and treasurer;
mine is taxed as other property.
lar meeting at the school house
The 85 Mining Company is ass on the 26th of last month.
J. F. Galster, Jackson, Michigan,
essed with $762,921.78 as their reand Thomas A. Lister of thi3 city,
Rufus Wamel, after an absence
turns and $183,689.00 as demined of two weeks at
as directors. The routine comHachita and
ANIMAS LAND ON
by
Commission.
the
Grant
The
business was transacted at
Deming,
his ranch
to
returned
THE OPEN MARKET panymeeting.
county
levy
amounts to 6 mills and in
officials,
new
The
the
Valley
fifth
on
the
inst.
the
On the 7th of this month (Tuesthe state levy to 3.95 mills, a total
Galster and
Bill Burchman was transactof
day) all land in the Animas valley Messrs. VanWart,
9.95.
It is a matter of common know
was put on the open market sub- Lister are well known men, the Friday morning accounts state Villa ledge
The total gross output of the ing business at the station last
that the railroads are pass- - New
and his band are being pursued by both
ject to homestead entries. The two former being from the north
Mexico metal and coal mines Saturday.
He was accompanied
ag
through
one
of
fi
the
hardest
minCarranza and U. S. troop. Reports
1915 was approximate
combined
in
State of New Mexico had 90 days in and Mr. Lister a prominent
by
Mr.
of the Upper
Netherland
periods
history,"
in
their
that the band was moving toward nancial
ly $22,000,000.
which to complete all its selec- ing man of this city.
The metal output Valley.
says
Vice
and Arizona line are denied.
Scott,
of
the
Presidént
Hachita
tions and "squatters" to use their
"Something like alone was $15,000,000.
P. Company.
Mr. R. S. Burns and son
rights. This time is now up and
Going to Las Cruces
forty-twthousand
miles of line, or
made a trip to LordsMcCLURE LEAVES
MAKES STRIKE
NATIONAL
Townships 24, 25, 26 and 27, in
II. S. French of the Western J. H. McClure, who for many approximately one-- f ith of the mile
Steins, N. M. According to ad burg Mor.'lay, and expect to seRange 20 west, are subject now to
age of all the railroads in the coun vice just received here from Chi- cure a band of goals.
any entry, there being no priority Lrberal, and wife leave today for years has been the efficient local try,
are even now being operated
111., the National Gold and
S.
and
Cruces,
J.
Thurman
Las
P. M. Erving and family of
from the 7th of March on.
agent of the Southern Pacific under receivership. Officers of cago,
Company has gotten China Pond were in town last
Drug
Co.
,
Silver
Mercantile
of the Eagle
railway, left the last of the week the brotherhoods have been quot nto a Mining
foot wide vein of $250 ore, Wednesday on a shopping trip.
and wife will leave on Monday for Tucson, Ariz., where he has ed as saying that unless the pres
FEDERAL BUILDING
466.94 oz. silver and .84 Mr. Erving reports
FOR SILVER CITY for the same city, They will join accepted a position as freight ent demands are granted, a strike assaying
the crop
oz. gold.
prospects in his locality as very
U. S. Senator Thomas B. Catron Mr. and Mrs. French's daughter agent. 1. Bnndly of Huachuca, rather than arbitration will be refavorable.
of New Mexico has introduced in Miss Cleo, who is head of the Ariz., is temporarily in charge at sorted to. What effect this would THREE COPPER CONCERNS
,
the Senate a bill for the purchase ladies' goods department of the the local office. Mr. McClure's have on the commerce of the coun
EARN $11,000,000 NET
Dupuy of Playas Valley
Mr.
of a site and the erection of a fed- Manasse Brothers store. Mr. family will remain here until after try it is not difficult to imagine.
Net earnings of more than $11,- - was here last week, having pureral building in Silver City at a French will join the staff of the the present term of school.
The United States is now entering 000,000 for the last three months chased
a small number of goats
upon what has been predicted to
cost not to exceed $100,000. The Rio Grande Republic, while Mr,
shown by the quarterly reports from Mr. B. H. Pague.
The
All Lordsburg and vicinity re be an unprecedented condition of are
bill was introduced February 3 Thurman will assume manage grets
of the Utah Copper Company, the goats have been taken to the
Mr.
de
of
to
McClure's
hear
upto
to
partly
was
the
propsperity,
committee
due
and
referred the
Chino Copper Company and the
ment'of the clothing department
on public buildings and grounds. of Manasse Brothers store. Both parture. He has given complete torn conditions in kurope. Para Ray Consolidated Copper Com Playas Valley.
management
of
his
in
satisfaction
of the railroads would be par- pany. The Utah Copper Company
W. D. Murray has had the matter
Mr. H. E. Dupuy, on returning
and Thurmans have local affairs for the company, and lysis
up for some time with New Mex- the Frenchs
alysis of the country's commerce at earned a net total of $6,919,203, from his mountain goat ranch to
- friends here who regret to
manymost critical stage.
ico's representatives in the federal
has been foremost in all public
and paid dividends amounting to his valley homestead, discovered
congress and Senator Catron's bill hear of their departure.
enterprises for the betterment of
$2,436,725; the Chino Copper Com that a bunch of old residenter
ia the result.
pany,
net revenue, $2,461,716: goats had turned up missing,
the community. He was a valued
Will Operate Last Chance
dividends, .$869,980; Ray Consoli- leaving no trace of their wheremember of the local school board THIS COUNTRY SOON
dated Copper Company, net earn abouts. Mr. Dupuy is anxiously
Is Made District Manager
Robert F. Fitz, president of for some time and has always stood
ings, $1,778,567; dividends, $777,- - hunting
is
Lordsburg.
progress
in
It
for
the lost flock.
John B. Crowell will become the El Centro Mining Company,
FINANCE ITSELF 482.
MUST
regret
him
bids
Liberal
the
Mr. J. F. Burns returned from
the district manager for the Am owners of the Last Chance Mine with
adios and extends to him the
THE PASSING OF
a business trip to Silver City on
erican National Life Insurance arrived here Thursday afternoon hand of goodfellowshipand wishes
MRS. MARIA LUNDGREN Feb. 20. While there Mr. Burns
Company of Galveston, Texas, on in a new Ford Purchased in El of success of the community.
Paopls Should Realize Thrift Mrs Maria Lundgren died of old contracted for a thousand head
age in JJeming rriday, having of goats, and left for them on the
the 1st of April, according to. Paso, to make arrangements for
NOTES
SCHOOL
reached the advanced age of 85
advice just received here. Mr, a resumption of operations of the
inst. He was accompanied
Home
fit
Is
Necessary.
What promises to be the. best
years. Before coming here Mrs. 5th
Crowell has been in the employ Last Chance mine at Leidendotf, and
by his daughters Carrie and Netgame
exciting
sea
the
most
of
years
many
Lundgren
night
resided
for
Mr. Fitz left Thursday
for
of the Southern Pacific for some Los
at Steins Pass, N. M., and San Si tie, and by Mr. Bush Wade.
Angeles but will return in a son will be played on the school
time past and has been putting
past one Saturday
grounds
half
at
ago the first sar- mon, Ariz.
Since the crass began to show.
years
One
hundred
time.
in part time writing for the Am- short
afternoon. The Silver City team, lags bauk In the United States was es
Funeral services were held in cattle have' left the more nourisherican 'National. His work has
will contest for laurels with our ttbllshed. The advent of this institu the Rawson Undertaking Parlors ing winter growth for the tender
s
will ar tion came with the era of commercial on Silver avenue Saturday after shoots, and as a result are not as
J. R. Darcy, formerly of the team. The
been so successful that the com
pany has put him in an official 85 Mine office, was here Wednes- rive here Friday morning, taking nd industrial expansion. It came noon, and were conducted by Rev. fat as they were a month ago.
capacity in this territory. Mr day en route to Clifton where he the noon train to Clifton, where when tho population of the United Theodore Piatt, pastor of the Dem- - However, under normal cona responsible they will play that evening, return States was only 0,500,000, and there lng Baptist church. Messrs. Jos ditions, all except the old decre
Crowell's many friends wish him has
Copper ing to Lordsburg Saturday morn were but 240 banks In the country. By eph Stump, Prof. J. F. Doderer, A. pit cows will come through in
with
Shannon
position
the
new
luck
his
the best of
under
in
ing. As usual we rely on the sup
M. Kelly and R. L. Miller acted as
Company.
taking.
port of our townspeople, the spir- 1820 ten of these savings banks hnd pallbearers. Interment was made good shape.
depositors
Owing to the heavy snowstorm
it of the spectators being a great been established with 8.C33
in Mountainview cemetery. The
and aggregate deposits of $1,1.18,570.
part of the game.
is survived by one daugh- of last winter and the consequent
deceased
Prosperity came, the people saved ter, Mrs. William Hilt of this city, soaking of the ground, farmers
On Friday evening a beneiit
performance will be held at the and the deposits In these great reser with whom she made her home.
report conditions excellent for a
rolrs of capital, which now number
A REAL ARTIST
Star theater, the receipts going to 2,100,
good crop this season, as the reto
increased
bounds
by
leaps
and
pay the expenses of the athletics
There is a talented musician in cent warm spell has caused many
wltn
proportions.
enormous
at the high school. 'The tickets our national wealth approximating work for the past many years has of the fruit trees to bloom, fears
cents, and
will only be twenty-fiv- e
of this
may
and almost one bun been the real foundation
Company,
whose are felt that the late frosts event
with each goes a coupon which $187,000,000,000
Schubert
the
country
In the
people
millions
In
crop.
of
the
dred
fruit
ruin
the
game
Sat
pays admittance to the
organization's success. Qui
we have a"jout $4,700,000,000 In the noted
urday atternoon.
artistically, there being no heavy freezes
uei a pargain savings
belonging to ten and a etly, unassumingly,
banks
when you have a chance. Be a half million depositors. This may she has served her art earnestly there will doubtless be a bumper
booster.
an amazing sum of capital and from a great love of it. Other as crop of fruit.
Jumping standards have been seem
of depositors, but when a com pirants for fame, with but a small
number
supplied at the school, also a good parlson Is made with other countries portion of her great ability, have
New Machine Shop
race course. The boys dragged and a balance is struck It Is found the made desperate efforts to advertise
swept and measured for several United States Is dear the end of the themselves into renown by the cir
A new machine shop and blackdays in order to have a good track list lu the perceutoge of suvers to pop cus methods so obnoxious to all smith shop at the west end of the
Before and after school and during ulutlon.
true artists, the while that Lavinia Jones & Burns corral , r.orth of
recess, they may be seen preparing
The possibilities for the greater pro Zendt has been serving the divine the Espee tracks, is nearing comto be future Olympians.
house makes good
motion of habits of thrift and saving muse modestly, loyally and royally. pletion.
John Paulus is having
A new room has been added to among people are Indeed extraor While she is an accomplished in the building erected, and when
toac dinary. With remarkable opportuul strumentalist, it is the rare depth
the school at the 85 Mine,
finished it will embody a very
its promises on its
commodate the pupils of the high ties in the United States for Increas and rich quality of her phenom complete
machine welding shop
er irrades. Mrs. Nat Gammon has ing foreign trade; with bumper crops enal contralto voice that has en
shop, with all the
blacksmith
and
of
Amer
of
wkli
a
multitude
teaching
arrival
the
country;
to
until
deared
her
been
la every section of the
sales in its every undertakthe new teacher.
eold nourlniz Into the colters of the ican and Canadian music lovers latest equipment.
o
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WE WANT

To-da-

YOU

For a Customer
OUR
ing

-

INCORPORATION CENSUS

it pays the customer to do

hi

business. Such a house must
keep

"the goods that

make

good" orlóse its reputation
and its customers.

In all

modesty we want to say that
we are making

good and

holding our old customers,
and making new ones from
day to day steadily.

in OUR ad, it is SÓ

If you see it
We close at 6 o'clock p. m.!
i

TIib

Eaile Drui Mercantile

barks; with every appearance of un
precedo ted future prosperity, the fact
is ant to be disregarded that tlie otnei
Constable Oscar Allen and Earle errant rnmnilTI'lttl nations Of the WOl'lll
Kerr are taking, a census of the are involved In a war of frightful de
nronosed incorporated town of struction and economic waste; that art
Lordsburg, following the comple er tho wnr these nations will need
tion of the survey by County Engl funds for reconstruction and the Unl
neer F. L. Cox. The census, to ed States will bo called upon to sup
eether with the survey notes, will ply them; that for some time t come
be filed with the board of county this country will not be able to secure
commissioners at their meeting the capital, as In the pust. from ! rnm-first Monday in April for final ac and Great Brltulu, (or the purpose of
tion.
carrying on new enterprises. The
United States must finance Itseir.
TOWN IS JUDGED
No fear need be hud for the liunie
BY NEWSPAPER dlate future, but It Is Inevitable that
"Show me some copies of the pa- the time Is coming when this country
per published in your town and I must meet tho test of financing pracwill tell you some facts about it tically the entire world. Preparations
and your people."
are being made for defense in the
The man who said that was an event of war; preparations should also
conactive business man, who was
be made for peace. Adequate credit
sidering an expensive proposition, machinery cau be developed and perand the information he wanted was fected, but it will assuredly require a
all in the columns of a weekly sufficient amooiit of capital to mainnpwsnaner.
tain properly and keep in good running
He wanted to Know aooui me condition this credit machinery.
stocks of iroods carried by the
How Is this capital going to De semerchants, to judge their business cured? Through education; by calling
capacity by the style and amount the attention of the people to the lack
of advertising they employed the of thrift in the country, and the beuer
:
paper would show him.
flclal results of practicing thrift;
He wanted to know something of through a systematic nation wide camIt
the social activities of the town, paign to promote thrift and saving.
which the paper would show hiptt. urely la to the interest of all citizens,
He wanted to know something of whether banker or business man. edior
the pursuits of the people of the tor or professional man. employer
town and the condition of the sur- employe, to be a party to such a move-

MAKING THE

is the one with which

Co.

rounding country. The paper would

ment
show him. '
Thla is the object of the nation wide
He would scan those papers very campaign Instituted the first of the
carefully, and then he would be year by the American Bankers'

able to give the information as he
had stated.

Shoes

Shoes

Beautiful new spring
line of Womens, Shoes

just received. Call and
inspect our line. New
line of Hats just in.

Car load of Furniture
-

;

now en route, shipped

from factory March 3
T1IE ROBERTS & LEAHY

MERCANTILE CO'

KC.

WESTERN LIBERAL.

FRENCH

FIGHTING

AT CLOSE QUARTERS

MCGl

RÍFLE

WILL

BE

Famous Relic Now in the National Museum.

V

i

EXTENSIVELY

USED

THI3 SEA80N.
Chiefly te Qlve Fullness to
Sleeve to 6tand Out From
8kirt
the Ann Cape Bid Fair to
Be General.

Employed

Derringer rilfl Used by Davy Crockett
and In the Graves Cllloy Duel
1
Still In Excellent
......

'...

t

--

-

i

;

,

-

Condition,
.

Washington. D. C. Among the
thousands of relics In the United
States National museum at Washington, there are few object more replete with historical Interest than a
certain Derringer rifle, catalogue No
9.509.
This rifle was used by Col.
David Crockett of Alamo fame, and
w i also the weapon fired b
Hon.
William J. Graves In the duel with
Hon Jonathan Cllley, resulting the
death of the latter. It was made about
a hundred years ago, and the curator
of the division of technology says it Is
an exceedingly well made and finely
finished gun, being still In excellent

-

T

Raffles are used all over a skirt to
give It fullness, which is a much prettier method than obtaining width by

a plain circular cut which sags at its
different points and is apt to loote as
ragged as the skirt ot a gypsy before
a month la over.
The deep Spanish ruffle will come in
with the other Spanish fashion. The

condition.
Col. Wright Rives. U. 8. A., who has
deposited the rifle in the museum,
states that It was mado for his father. John Cook Rives, by Henry
Derringer. John C. Rives was one of
the publishers of the Congressional
Globo, now the Congressional Record,
and knew many congressmen, several
wiiiiimwwiinr,'T'
''r
ir
of whom be was accustomed to take
Tills rerorji&blo pbotograpb was Utkeu by
French stretcher bearer out for rifle .ractlee to a field, someduring an attack at Soifchei.
times used for horse racing, tiear
where the corner of Fourteenth
vain. 18.750; water smartweed, 2.00U. Btrcet and Park road now Intersect.
The year's consumption by one pair in Among them was David Crockett, pioSTOP
neer, hunter, soldier and congresscaptivity was 130,905 Insects and
who
man from 1827-31- ,
weed seeds.
and 1833-35- .
If bobwhite was an expensive piece lr.ter lost his life at the Alamo in the
of machinery farmers would mortgage Texas struggle for freedom.
Scientists Protest Against Wan- their lands rather
Crockett seemed particularly to like
than be without
him. Hut aa a friend provided by na- this rifle and often Joined the shootton Slaughter.
ture they fail to appreciate his value. ing parties to keep himself In pracThe cure for lessening game Is tice,
The circumstances whlc i led to the
Farmer Fail to Appreciate the True less gunning, and it is the only cure,"
Raney of fatal duel between Mesura Graves
said Prof. M. Llewellyn
Value of Their Feathered Helper
Johns Hopkins university. "When a and Cllley of the house of representaTheir Work Extolled aa
gunner can be made to stop firing long tives. In which this rifle figured so
Foes of Insect.
enough to realize that, it is possible conspicuously, were qult unus'ial and
that be may listen to the economic more or less complicated. The report
8t Michaels, Md. "It all the birds ornithologist, who is earnestly telling o' the investigating committee ap
were destroyed the world would be what the real function of tho bird in pointed by the house, covers the story
overrun with insects In from seven the world Is. The time was when the of this duel well; an abstract of It
to nine years," says Miclielet, the southern rice grower was Justified In taken from "Notes on Duels nd DuelFrench historian.
warring on what be called the reed ing." by LoreniO Sabine, follows:
Tlie slaughter of tho bobwhite, bet-ut- r bird because of his depredations on
On February 12, 1838. Henry A.
known here as quail and partridge, the crop In the spring and autumn. Wise of Virginia presented to the
tía reused, as the season is over and llut this basis for bis classification as house a copy of the New York Courier
mo bird Is about extinct. The gun- a game bird In the eastern states has and Enquirer, charging a member of
ners have been persistent and every been swept away, because this indus- congress with coiTuptlon. and asked
co vi-- that nested In the woods lust try has vanished. In tho North it is for an Investigation of the charge. Mr.
summer was trailed and shot this win an economic factor of great import- Wise stated that the author of the
ter. Maryland Is one of only six ance, for In May. June and July 85 per article wai vouched for by the editor
states, with the District of Columbia, cent of its food is insects.
of the paper, esd that the houso was
which has an open season for quail,
"It ought to be a pleasure for the called upon to defend Its honor. Jonaforty-sislates realize that the bob South to treasure for the North this than Cllley, member from Maine, op
white is a valuable asset and protect efficient and melodious harlequin ot posed the resolution, and in debate
him from the gunner.
the meadows. Just as the North should Ka id that If It was the same editor
The biological survey has been amH foster the swallows and orioles, the who once made charges against a
is miiKing enoriH to teacn tne larnier blackbirds and meadow larks, which certain Institution, and later received
that birds are bis best friends and work so bravely on the cotton boll facilities amounting to $52,000 from
the same institution, which he then
that without them farming would be weevil of the South.
"Another point In favor of birds la gave his hearty support, he did not
impossible.
There is something more than same- their ability to travel long distances, tH:ik the recent charges were intltled
ness and six ounctis of dclicutely Hav- so that In case of a local outbreak of to much credit In an American con
ered meat to bobwhite. Dr. Sylvester any species of Insect they sre able to gress. Mr. Cllley was in order; he
Judd of the biological survey has held rally quickly to the spot and render was quoting a published house com
autopsies over hundreds of dead, and good service In checking tho further mittee report on tho subject, but a
few days later the editor of the pa
Mrs Margaret Morse Nice of Clark increase of the pest."
per Col. James Watson webb, aa
university has played detective on
dressed a note to him asking If he
living.
They have discovered
JOBLESS IN PARIS were the editor referred to. and, if so,
that bobwhite is marvelously benefi- FEWER
demanding an explanation.
cent to human kind. Nature has not
provided such another scourge to In Most Persons Thrown Out of EmployThis note was directly responsible
ment at Beginning of War Are
for the duel between Mr. Cllley and
eects and exterminator of weed seed
Again at Work.
William J. Graves of Kentucky, who
He is nonmlgr&tory and will be found
its delivery on the floor of
undertook
at his business place twelve months
Paris. No more remarkable signs the house for his friend, Colone! Webb.
of the year.
of the business revival In Paris can
On his ordinary bill of fare will be be furnished than by the figures pub- Mr. Cllley refused to receive the note,
114
129
found
kinds of Insects and
of lished of the progressive decline in because he chose to be drawn into no
weed seed The gunner who shoots the numbers of unemployed, especial- c. ntroversy with Colonel Wetbi stating that by so doing te meant no
him imagines that grain Is about alt ly during the last year.
to the bearer; but he refusal
he eats, but as a matter of fact It
Between September 23 and October to affirm or deny anything in regnia
of his fond 24, 1914. when statistics are first availAmounts to only
character. Mr.
for the year, and this Is taken not able, the number of relief tickets Is- to Colonel Webb'
however, and
satisfied,
was
not
Craves
crops
among
standing
or
from the
the sued shows that the total of those who
sheaves at harvest time,, but from rere without work or means was 257.- - several notos between them were exwhat escapes the reaper. When grain 435 This was Just after the battle of changed, with the result that Mr.
Is sprouting in the fields bobwhite has the Marno. when the crisis was at its Graves finally challenged Mr Cllley
other matters to attend, for late in height . In the fortnight between Feb- because he would not say whether be
the spring and summer
of ruary 14 and March 1, 1915, this num- refused the note on the grounds of
his food consists of the grain's insect ber had dwindled to 150.864. or a dim- any personal exception to Colonel
Wsbb as a gentleman and a man of
foes, which make IS per cent on the inution of nearly 70.000.
honor.
years total in the wild, cr more thpn
Since then the decrease has been
Naturally Mr. Cllley denied Mr.
a third in captivity. It is an Import- regular and rapid. Between November
ant lii:t. loo. for birds not of his kind 20 and December 4, 1915. there were (raea the right to demand an absoeschew many of his favorites. He but 79,791 of both sexes out of work. lute "yes" or "no" answer, and aclikes the potato beetle, the cucumber It Is in the liberal professions thai cepted the challenge.
The duel was scheduled for 3 p. m.,
beetle, squash lady bug, corn bill bug, this decrease Is least marked; hut the
cutworms, tobacco worms, clover wee- origlnul numbers, both of men and on February 24, 1838. and the two
parties met near the boundary line of
vil, cotton boll weevil. Imbricated women, In
this category were never the District, on the Marlborough road.
snout beetle. May beetle, plant lice, very great
Mr. Cllley fired first, and Mr. Graves a
grasshoppers. Rocky Mountain locust
second or two after him. but both
and chinch bug
Efforts to adjust the matter
The bobwhite chicks, eating 44 per GIRL ACTS AS CUPID'S AID missed
were futile and the parties reassumed
cent of their weight dally, live for six
In
Twenty
Milec
Clerk Drives
their positions and exchanged shots
weehs on Insects, and In this lime LicenseSnow'
to Help Prospective
again, also without effect. Still beiug
consume 20.000 each One, a week
Bridegroom.
unable to agree after further arguold. ate 2.326 plant lice and 20 meal
ment, they went to their positions the
worms, nd was not done for the day.
Towanda, Pa. Driving twenty mile third time. This time they fired vry
Here are some single meals for
through the snow, John Harrison
nearly together. Mr. Cllley was shot
adults:
young Bradford county farmer, reached through the body and expired a few
Roll weevils. 47; potato bugs, 101;
Towanda and applied for a marriage
chinch bugs. 100; squash bugs, 12; llscnse, only to learn that the bride minutes later.
The congressional committee found
army worms. 12; cutworms. 12; moa
would have to be present when Mr. Graves guilty pf a breech of priviQultoes. Mi8 all In three hours. And to be
was iBsued
leges in the house, but t.el that Mr.
aa sample of a day's work. In addi- It
'This Is terrible." almost shouted Clll had remained within his rights.
tion to seeds, grain and green food, Harrison
"The wedding takes place
note .3 SO files and 1.286 rose slugs, this afternoon at two o'clock, the Vhey recommended tiio expulsion of
Mr. Craves from the house, and that
&.000
plant lice
or
bride's home Is already filled with
In tha winter months the bobwhite guests, and she can never come here, thi seconds and friends be centered
turns to weed Seeds, which form more answer the questions and have the
Wolves Approach a 'City.
than half his food for the year, and wedding take place on time."
bore are samples of one bird's conNevada City. Cal. The spectacle of
Taking In the situation, Miss Mary
coming close to the residence
sumption for one day:
Abell. clerk to the marriage license wolves
flarnyard grasa, 2. C00; begxar ticks, office, voluntered to act a first aid (o section of the city is the latest devel1.400; black mustard, 2.600; burdock, Cupid
With the marriage license opment of the heavy storm that has
600; crab grass, 2.000; curled dock. docket In the bottom of the sleigh. prevailed In this county. While Jack
Landsburg was out near bl home re4,175; dodder, I.6G0; evening prim Miss Abell was driven across the conn
rose, 10.000: lambs' quarters, I5.IHI0; try twenty miles, issued the marriage cently be saw three large timber
aallkweed, 770; 'pepper grass, I.4u0; license, and the wedding took place wolves come down out of the bill and
pigweed. 12.000; plantain, 12.500. rab- In schedule time.
approach as tar a the dwelling of
bit's foot, clover, 30.000; busb clover,
Mis Abell was a guest of honor at J. M. Hadley before tbey were fright1.800; smartweed. 2,250; wait ver tne weddlnc dinner.
ened back Into tho tree.
'
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long, tight cuff that la buttoned up
the back.
Coat and blouses are open In front
and the eighteenth century collars
which are not postilion In shape, will
be played up. Capee promise to be
so general that they may become common before June. They are put on
evening gowns made of bullion lace;
they are attached to afternoon gowns
made of satin or crepe, and the long
ones are worn In the street' These
are copied from the capes of the
Italian police and sharpshooters. They
are not dark in color, however, but
are white or pearl gray, or roso pink
for the country. They are worn In
the approved Italian fashion, with the
right side thrown well over the left
shoulder.
Departing from the Important features and the silhouotte, there are
many interesting minor things to be
considered about the new fashions,
and these Interest some women aa
much a do the larger features.
Stripes, broad and narrow, will be introduced In all kinds ot fabrics. Including serge, silk, gaberdlno, Jersey
cloth and voile.
There are so many ot them that one
invariably thinks of the directoire
fashions, and yet, the only other hint
of this epoch In the Incoming style
is the high, rolling collar, the frill
of lace in front and a coat or bodtte
that fits the figure.
e
froeVi
There are suit and
made ot striped serge and Bilk, especially in blue and white with pipings
ot solid blue and there are skirts of
ribbed Bilk made in
stripes that are' fire inches wide
which go around the figure.
There
are suits of Jersey cloth and other
fabric that have immense collars,
rovers, girdles and broad cuffs, some
turning back nearly to the elbow,
made of striped cloth or silk.
The designers have racked their
brains for new ways to use ribbon,
but no one has ousted the method of
making a gown as though It dripped
ribbon. For Instance, a silk net evening gown In one color will have hundreds of hanging tabs of another color
arranged In thick groups. There are
few rosettes and bows, as any method
that keeps the ribbon from being flat
tened in to the surface of the frock, la
not approved.
one-piec-

IDIBDER

t

This New Model of Blue Straw
Trimmed With a Large Pink Rose.

I

lifting of the hips by pliable reeds will
go merrily on.
The Breton basque
will be advocated in all kinds of fabrics. It Is mainly accentuated by a
full ruffle below the waist.
Sleeves are full, so much so that
they are crinolined to stand out from
the arm, but they are usually caught
In below the armhole in various ways
and are either gathered at the wrist
and finished with a ruffle, or held into (Copyright,

Simple Coiffure
Is the Best

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

1918,

Trimmed With Leather

't

It Is the fashion In Paris to dress
the hair exceedlngy simple. The newest method, however, reminds one of
a "bath coiffure" the hair, slightly
waved, being drawn back closely from
the face and twisted into a careless
knot at the nape ot the neck.
The coiffure is eminently becoming
to a pretty girl with a
head. It demands that the hair shall
be very silky and possessed of an apparently natural ripple.
The chignon Is here again. Not a
stiff bun but a soft soil, held in place
by tortoise shell pins, which lies
against the back of the neck, and Uiure
is no parting visible in front.
The Parisiennes are also adopting
In the evening a style of headdress
which calls for the presence of highly
ornamental combs. These are combined with a simple, but highly effective coiffure.
The hair, always slightly waved, ia
drawn back over a light frizctte and
arranged In a eerie ot small coils and
curls at the back of the head, not low
down, but, on the other hand, not high
up. The colls and curls cover the middle of the bead at the back and the
comb juts out at one side.
well-shape- d

1

headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation

No sick

,

by morning..
Got

a

box.

Are von keenlnr TOOT bowel. Ilrer,
and stomach clean, pura and froah
with Cascareis, or merely foredag a
passageway every few day with
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters T
Lot
Stop having a bowel wash-daregCascarets thoroughly cleanse
ulate the stomach, remove tha sour
and fermenting food and foul gaea,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carrv out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
will make yarn
A. Cascaret
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, atefcen
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Million of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and aever
have Headache. Biliousness. Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomaek or
Constipation. Adv.
A Sinecure.
I'd like to be tbe maaager of ihl
Joint for about ten minutes," aald tha
bead 'bookkeeper.
"What would you do If you werer
asked the shipping clerk.
I'd go out to lunch. That's 11 he
ever does, ain't It?'

Take This Han's

Afra

TRY THE GREAT KIDNEY

FILIDY

Tt mlwmn ivM me nlearar to reeorar
mend anything that is right and se 1 frel
it my duty to herald the Draiie ef Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-llooFor year I was troubled with kidney
diiease and it was so intense that I was
bedridden for davi at a time. I save us
all hope and doctors for miles around gave
me no help, incidentally 1 tried several
patent remedies and at last tried Swamp-Roo- t.
From the first it give me relief
and it was no time before 1 was able te
be up and around and now I am perfectly
well and able to work as I used to before
my terrible sickness.
So now let me thank yon for yor wea-derful discovery and take this opportunity
to recommend it to all who suiler froat
kidney tror.bles.
Tours very truly,
WALTER Sill VER,
Hope, Ark.
317 North Main Street
Subscribed and sworn to before aie. t&ia
25th of March, 1912.
A. V. WARE, Notary PubBo.
Will Do For Tea
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
bend ten cents to tr. burner c Co.,
Binghamton. N. Y., for a sample sia bottle. It will convince anyone. Yon will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be sura and meatioa
t
this paper. Regular
and
size bottles for sale at aU drug
store. Adv.
t.

Me-doll- ar

Blocked by Her Think.
'I once thought seriously of marry
ing tor money."
'Why don't you. then?
'The girl in the case did some think
ing, too."

FOR HAIR AND SKIN HEALTH

!

I

Cutleura Soap and Cutlcura Ointment
Are Supreme. Trial Free.

1

These fragrant,
emol
lients keep the skin fresh and clear,
the scalp free from dandruff, croata
and acales and the hands soft and
white. They are splendid for nursery
and toilet purposes and are moat eco
nomical because most effective.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
super-cream-

Two Veil Needed.
Two. veils are needed for protection
from strenuous winter breezes. Ono
veil is a face veil of fine hexagon

mesh, the other is a draped veil which
floats over the hat. New veils of the
latter sort are called plateau veils.
They are of open flladora mesh with a
deep, effective border at either end. Small checks play a prominent part In
The veil is thrown across a small hat
the spring fashion pageant. Here Is
one of the new coats made of checkso that the bordered ends fall at the
ed cloth, piped with leather and hav
sides, Just below the shoulders, and
ing a leather belt and leather-cov- the fine face veil is draped closely
over the hat and face in usual fash-Ioered buttons. It Is fashionably cut
with high collar and raglán sleeve.

WAISTS FOR EARLY SPRING
Among new waists are seen many
buttou-tback styles In georgette
crepes. As a rule, the front of such
aVaist Is much trimmed and the collar is high. Attractive ones are
trimmed with metal or silk embroidery
or outlined In handwork. The upper
portion of the waist in yoke effect is
usually trimmed in this way, as well
a the bottom of the sleeve. Sometimes a slit is made in the front of the
waist or on either side in pocket effect, which Is ornamented with metal
or Bilk embroidery with a frill of lace
falling in cascade effect from the center.
Collar on these walBts are novel.
One of the newest follows the line of
tbe chin to the edge and is made considerably lower in the back In ordinary
high collar height. Other high collar flare from the neck, while still
style with a
others are In turn-ove- r
Blight opening In the front
The majority of walsta are in semi-blou-s
design opening in front, especially those of lingerie, crepe do
chine, ailk and georgette crepe. The
latter material la white, pastel anadea

uray oils

oil

fifty-cen-

one-sixt- h

two-third- s

'V

RUFFLE IS CO AUNG IN

y

Hereditary Experience.
"As a social climber, Mrs. DeRion la

certainly a success."
"She ought to be. Her father waa
lineman." Judge.

a

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for

Infanta and children, and see that tt

Út!f?&Zfa

Signature oí
In Use for Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castora
A

Ryder

and brilliant colors Is one of the most cess?

Successful Failure.

Was Jones' airship

a

suc-

popular materials for spring. Crepe de
Walker That depends on the paint
chine, voile, batiste, linens and taffe ot view.
ta in both plain and fancy effects are
"How so?"
also Been. Among darker waists are
Walker Well, as a success It waa a
brilliant colora such as flame, blue. failure, but as a failure, it waa a sucgreen, Jo fire blue and rose. Smart cess.
waists in colored linen and sheer cot
ton materials are trimmed, as a rule,
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
with touches of white.
To half pint of water add 1 o, liar Rra, a
mull lux of Barbo Compound, aad M a. at
glyoerine. Apply to tbs hair twice a week
Feminine Fads
Emerald green checks on a white
ground are seen among tbe latest nov
elty cloths.
Spanish cloak of sa
A
ble la one of the fashions favored
abroad.
Mandarin yellow velours trimmed
with ermine is a favorite combination
for theater cloaks.
The new ermine fur are usually
small straight choker collars and small
rounded muff.
The gay scarfs of fiber silk are
among the prettiest of tbe season
though lacking tha cozy look of the
.

Wool

acart.

,

until It becomes the desired sbaile. Aaydrsur-Kia- t
can ut this up or jou eaa mix U a
home at viry Utile cohL It will gradually,
darken streaked, lded gray bair. and rani oves dandruff. It is itwllent for falling
hair and will make harsh hair suit and gluaay.
It will not oolor the scalp, is aot atlu of
greasy, and does not rub oil. Adv.
i
,

The city of Copenhagen is dally consuming about 25,000 pound of American salt pork.
Throw Off Cold and Tltrwmmt Gs,
WTi.ii jfn
a otild euvla h,
LSa.g
bHOMO JlllMNS
c....
Tiva
It
Oulrti aid (Irin. UiiljOn
Sliv Ml) OUlttuiai

fi

a

W

Mtu.M

The United States produces
cent ot tha oil of the world.

SO

per,

'
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WESTERN LIBERAL

CACIACIIE, RHEUMATISM
Mr. Editor:
Dr
Por along timo I suffered from

A-

-

Run-down-

pain In left Bide, frequent urlna-Uo(bothering me at all times during
the day and night), and the uric acid
in mj blood caused me to suffer from
rheumatism along with a constant
feeling. I heard of the
Ured, worn-ou- t
new discovery of Dr. Pierce, of the
Invalida' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.. called
"Anorte" After giving "Anuric" a
good trial I believe It to be the best
kidney remedy on the market today.
I have tried other kidney medicine!
but these "Anuric Tableta" of Dr.
Pierce's are the only ones that will
euro kidney and bladder troubles.
(Signed)
HENRI A. LOVE.
NOTE: Experimenta at Dr. Plorce'a
Hospital for several years proved that
"Anorte" is 87 times more active than
Hthla. Bead Dr. Pierce 10c for trial
packaee.

?

FOUR DEATHS IN WEEK

Tired?

back-cho

NEW MEXICO

Weak?
Every Spring most people feel "al
out of sorts" their vitality It at a
low ebb. Through the winter months
the blood becomes surcharged with
poisons! The best Spring medicine
and tonio Is one made of herbs and
roots without alcohol that was first
discovered by Dr. Pierce years
of Golden Seal root, blood root,
etc., called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery.
Ingredients on wrapper.
poiBons
It eliminates disease-breedinfrom the blood, makes the blood rich
and pure, furnishes a foundation for
,
sound health.

BAT 8ALAZAR COMMITS SUICIDE
AFTER SHOOTING WOMAN.

STATE NEWS
Vt'ftfltern

ago--ma- de

g

Pilar Munoz, a Mexican, Alleged to
Have Stabbed Albina Gonzales
Cavalryman Charged With Murder.

Newnpipr Union Nawi Service.

ronno evt:ts.
Mertlns; panhandle

and
Nnuth western Stockmen's Association
at Albuquerque.
Mealing New Mexico Cat- March
tin and Horse Breeders' Association
at Ininlnir.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at La

Mnrch

Í.

mm puns

Western Newspaper I'nlon News
Silver City, N. M. Within

10-1-

Noicy Youngster.
,
. lUVIB.
UttV U1H WUIUHU Kt) UMIU IU U UCtlU
.
Dayne You have a new baby at
cnnu, ana. snouia
u aeveiop mm me
hotel',
an
Gage
destroyed
Fire
the
your house, I bear.
wound Inflicted by Munoz caused its
old
landmark,
at Artesia.
Payne Great guns! and we live
death he will face a charge of inur- A planing and grist mill at Tucum
'
four ml I os apart! 1 bad no idea any
der.
one could hear htm that distance!
carl were damaged by f're.
George Carlson, a trooper on bor
A banquet was held a. Roswell for der patrol, shot and killed John White,
Brigadier General Perching.
a fellow trooper, at Hachlta. Sherilt
Arrangements for the Eddy County McGrath, who was at Hachlta at the
time, arrested Carlson aud brought
Fair are already being discussed.
BraiH produced Bugar commercially
'
John Harvey has succeeded John T. him to the jail here.
as early aa the sixteenth century.
Bolton as postmaster at Carlsbad.
At Lordsburg, Battling Salazar, a
mortally
shot
and
With a' cotton gin and a canning prizefighter,
The bishop of London bas three
wounded a woman of the underworld
secretaries.
Diapepsin" cures sick, plant Dayton will be a lively town.
Five persons were arrested at Tur and then committed suicide.
sour stomachs in five minutes
With these new prisoners In the lo
cumcarl In a raid on a ambling den.
Time Itl
Jail the number has boon brought
Arch Brite of Elk has sold his cal
up to sixty-fouwhose cases will be
"Really does" put bad stomachs In ranch to Jamea Cady for ,15.0011 Investigated
by the grand Jury which
indiges"really
overcome
does"
order
cash.
meets this month for the opening or.
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
Death has taken seven nembers of the spring term of District Court.
sourness In five minutes that just the Silver City Elks' lodge since
Write a postal card today ask-u- a
that maker Pape's Diapepsin the lar- Jan. 1.
to send you free, full pargest Belling stomach regulator In the
State Officials Get February Pay.
Sugar beets will be raised as an ex
ticulars how you can get a set
worla. It what you eat ferments Into periment
ComSanta Fé. At the close of Febru
Roswell
season
Oneida
In
the
this
famous
of the
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and section.
ary state officials wore paid In full,
munity
Plate Silverware
eructate sour, undigested food and
Free by saving the signature
Road work bas commenced in Col and there was something like $S,000
acid; head la dizzy and aches; breath
county on the Camino Real, south left In the salary fund for March sal- oí Paul F. Skinner from each
fax
foul; tongue coated; your lnsldes filled
aries. State Treasurer O. N. Marrón
of Raton.
package of
with bile and indigestible waste,
apportioned $103,431.21 out' of the
CapL W. II. Jack of Folsom, Union
the moment "Pape's Diapep1915 tax fund, of which $11.231 went
county,
of
Cattle
State
comes
the
member
In
contact with the stomach
sin"
ie to the Interest fund; $7,104.35 into
Paso.
all such distress vanishes. It's truly Sanitary Board, died in El
the charitable Institutions fund; $15,- astonishing almost marvelous, and
Bishop Howden of the Episcopal
633.83 into the good roads fund in ad
the joy Is Its barmlessness.
diocese of New Mexico l.as been visit- dition to $330.40 from tuxes of 1910
A large fifty-cecase of Pape's Dia ing in Grant and Luna counties.
and prior; $2,382.82 into sinking
pepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
Clayton Is advertising for bids on funds; $12,437.21 into miscellaneous
worth of satisfaction.
the $35,000 school bonds issue, which fund; $34,454.57 into salary fund;
It's worth Its weight in gold to men was voted on about two weeks ago,
$596.52 Into armory sinking fund;
and women who can't get their stom
A total of $12,092.46 was spent on $11,404.70, University; $5.350.74, Agri- achs regulated. It belongs In your
College; $4,585.88, School of
home should always be kept bandy the Improvement of tho Rio Grande cultural
the finest food In the world
$4,203.45,
Military Institute;
Mines;
In nine months of the last fiscal year.
upset
sour,
answer
case
In
will
grocers.
stomach
sick,
of
We
St all
$6,878.82,
University; $C,
Normal
Riley,
pioneer
of
th
H.
a
John
during the day or at night It's the
your inquiry at once and in
City
673.20,
$1,452.90,
Normal;
Silver
Las
quickest, surest and most harmless Southwest and early resident of
addition send you with our
Spanish-AmericaNormal; $1,585.88,
Springs,
Cruces,
died
Colorado
world.
Adv.
at
In
doctor
stomach
be
compliments a beautiful
Deaf and Dumb School; $3.440.24
Colo.
book of recipes.
lnsaiiu
Blind
Asylum; $11,404.70,
She Was Wise.
shipped
Demlng
J. W. Phinip8 of
$1,628.08, Miners' hospital
Asylum;
night,
proposed
she
"I
last
to
her
.
a carload of calves to Fort Sumner, $3,821.02, Reform School; $1,628.08,
Write today to
said 'no' and I said 'good night. "
receiving an average of $30 for 1916 MuBeum; $2,292.94,
boy. Don't you know that
Capitol; $10,- "Foolish
SKINNER MFG. CO.
you must never take a woman's 'no' stuff.
430.18, Penitentiary.
OMAHA, NEB.
John Nelson, aged 70 years, a pio
for an answer."
The Larjat Macaroni Factory In America
neer mining man of the Red River dls
Big Scottish Rite Class.
trlct, died at the Miners' hospital in
Santa Fé. At the reunion of Scot
Raton.
GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY
The Lakewood district of Eddy tish Rite Masons, assembled here,
receiving high
county this year expects to ship fifty the class of forty-fivBEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR cars of tomatoes, as against thirty er degrees, selected Ben Hur as
their class name. At the class elecfive last year.
of officers, William A. Johnson of
tion
Muriel Hickman, an employé of the
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur Chino Copper Company at Santa Rl Roswell was chosen president; W. R.
Dennard of Gallup, vice president; O.
ta, was seriously scalded by falling L. Phillips of Raton, secretary, and
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
steam
a
luto
barrel.
A Rider Agent wanted in Each
You,
8urprlte for
H. L. Blckley of Raton, orator.
i
Town for (he
Commissions as notaries public
Tour bair becomes light, wavy, fluf have been issued by Governor McDon
Chavez Made Commissioner.
fy, abundant and appears as soft, lus aid to J. R. Daughtry of Roswell and
Santa Fé. The tax commission ap
young girl's A. S. Hanson of Roy.
trous
as
a
beautiful
and
and the
pointed Dennis Chavez of Albuquerque
after a "Danderine balr cleanse." Just
cents n
Mexican beans sold for 4
try this moisten a cloth with a little pound In Clovis. J. W. Leagan, who a special commissioner to examine
In
DandeVlne and carefully draw It made the sale, said beans would net into the assessment valuations
com
owing
to
county,
the
Valencia
through your balr, taking one small him $32 an acre this year.
Aa amr RMar Agent, yon may bare one of
plaint that valuations fixed In that
bese higbrnt type Motorcycles on special low
strand at a time. This will cleanse
The Mora grant, consisting of more county by the commission are unjust.
torn. Tura yonr spare time Into prodt end
oil
and
dust,
excessive
hair
the
di'
of
let a help ros do so. Writ tay forournew,
thun 25,000 acres, was sold at East
and in Just a few moments you have Las VcgaB, In two sections, under
auesuM offer ana tree explanatory booklet.
a
your
doubled the beauty of
hair.
Indians Put on Historic Dance.
Reeky Haaatala Motorcycle Compás
court decree, for a total of $1G,000,
Cola.
Fé. The historic Pawnee
Braadway
ver.
Santa
once,
beautifying
Besides
the bair at
lot
W. C. Simpson was appointed sher
Danderine dissolves every particle of Iff of Luna county, as successor tu dance was danced by the Taos Indians
at their annual celebration, but only a
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invig Sheriff Stephens, who was
shot to few tourists were prosent to witness
orates the scalp, forever stopping itch
death by jallbreakers near Rincón.
ceremony.

Mora Women Farmers.
Statisticians declare that Hennsyl-vanlaRt year had Y'.OOO women farmers, in Georgia during the last three
years the number of women farmers
baa more than doubled. The majority of the women go In for raising
boga, rattle and foodstuffs, leaving cot-toplanting to the men.
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Tape's

O, You Good
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Housewife!
Tar

SKINNER'S
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mmon have been circu
regarding war taxation In lng you.
(anuda that the statement made by
Tomorrow morning, Immediately cp-oSir Thomas White, Canadian Mlnlslr
arising, drink a glass of hot water
of Finance, or the Government a plans with a teaspoonful of limestone phosfor raising war revenue should be giv phate la It. This la Intended to first
' -- - neutralize and then wash, out of you
"
uiautl ll....VlCPl tuu. .
stomach, liver, kidneys and thirty feet
H.
uy taxing, iuc
un
of intestines all the indigestible waste,
rieu
porated companies whenever those poisons, sour bile and toxins, thus
profits exceed seven per cent, and the cleansing, sweetening and purifying
profits of unincorporated firms or part the entire alimentary canal.
nersblps when the prollU exceed ten
Those subject to sick headaches,
per cent. On all such excess profits backache, bilious attacks, constipation
to
will
have
these companies or firms
or any form of stomach trouble, are
to tho Govern- urged to get a quarter pound of limecontribute
companies. stone phosphate from your druggist or
ment.
Transportation
banks, mining, milting, and other com at the store and begin enjoying this
panies 'III be subject to this taxation, morning inside-bath- .
It la said that
but life insurance companies, aud com men and women- who try this become
fifty
ponies with less than
thousand enthusiastic and keep it up daily. It
dollars capitalization, and companies, Is a splendid health measure for it is
firms, or Individuals engaged In agri more Important . .cp clean and pure
culture or stock raising, are exempt, on the Inside than on the outside,
and pay no part of this taxation. The
the skin pores do not absorb Imonly other additional taxation pro-- purities into the blood, causing disa
fifty
Is
cents
posed
an Increase of
ease, while the bowel pores da
barrel In the customs duty on apples
The principle of bathing Inside Is
f
and
cent a gallon In customs not new, as millions of people practice
duty on certain kinds of oils.
It. Just as hot water and soap cleanse,
It will be noticed that this taxation purify and freshen the skin, so bot
Is being applied In such a way that It water and a teaspoonful of limestone
does not affect farmers in the slight phosphate act on the stomach, liver,
est degree, except, perhaps, through
kidneys and bowels. Limestone phos8mall increase in cost of apples and phate Is an inexpensive white powder
i. The war revenue Is to be paid out and almost tasteless.
Adv.
of the Droflts of the bta firms and com- Everything in Stock.
panles with capital of over fifty thou
A general merchant from Havre.
sand dollars, and even these are al
lowed seven per cent In some cases, Mont., Is In New York this week learnand ten per cent in others, of clear ing the latest wrinkles In the art of
profits before they have to pay any selling corsets. The merchant's line of
part of this taxation. It will be seen goods at home includes lightning rods,
that the whole policy is to place the chewing tobacco, "crackeni; hoe banwar expenditure taxation on those who dies, rope, molasses, rat traps, canned
have been making big profits and are goods, matches, calico, assorted nails
able to pay It, and to encourage farm and corsets. And it Is a good bet
lng and stockralslng by exempting that If the truth were known, prunes,
s
from the tax- sheet music and bustles may be obfarmers and
ation. This ought to set at rest every tained at his store or If be didn't
rumor that the farmer 'or the farmer's have them he could order 'em for you.
land Is being taxed to pay the cost of
Not Even That.
the war. Advertisement.
Harold Yon don't mean to say thai
you absolutely do nothing?
Couldn't Forget Him.
Clarence Aw, 1 don't even do fiat
Unelo Georg
Come here, Willie!
My man attends to everything, you
Don't you knov who I am?
Willie You bet I do! You are ma's know.
brother who stayed here two months
one time and never offered to pay a
cent for board. Oh, yes; I've heard
pa speak of you often.
So many

Pope Motorcycles

II

,

Gti44a

T

5 Ftssssgsr, Eray & C

C

Davis, Electrlo Lights v L ft H
and Starter, 25 H. P.
Greatest kin Hlmber; tt to 80 miles on

C,

yü!J

j

gallon

John Galsworthy, the author, was Neblott.
t
years of age before he
Owing to 111 health, Jacob Klauulire,
began to write.
scnek of Raton, who has made his
home iu Colfax county for a number
Red Crom Bag Blue multes the laundress
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
hnppy, makes clothes whiter than snow. of years, committed suicide by shoot
Pnmoaiiis to Ooloraoo Oeneruar C J.
163S-4- 4
BROADWAY
DENVER. COLO. All good grocers. Adv.
lng himself through tho head with a
LIVE AGENTS WANTED
revolver.
Folly and failure roost on the same
The Santa Fe railway, through the
R.ripmni,WMb
Chamber of Commerce, will be asked
PATEUTSS nuiwwa.Hookao í re. Hitch perch.
to establish a Bleeping car service on
process makes its Silver City branch, in addition
A bew electrical
tu
NO.
W. M. U., DENVER,
charcoal from sawmill waste.
the electric-lightechair car which
was recently installed.
The funeral of Dwight B. Stephens
sheriff of Luna county who waB
killed In a battle with escaped prison
ers near Rincón, was held at Demlnp,
When you want a good roofing at a reasonable prioe,
under the auspices of the Masons,
you cannot depend on the Mail Order House. If the roofand was the largest funeral ever held
ing goes wrong, you will have a hard lime getting such a
house to make good. When you buy it from your local
there.
dealer, whom you know and can rely on, you are getting
A charge of assault and battery was
When you want roofing: of this kind.
safe Dronosition.
made against Miss Lorraine Shrader,
that youf local dealer supply you with
a teacher in the Roswtill schools, as
a result of administering punishment
Por
Tor
to "Mack" Wilkinson, a pupil. It U
Chicken Coops
tloaaaa
said
tha teacher removed a quantity
Silos
Baraa
of hair from the boy In the course of
Out Duildlags
Shed
the chastisement,
Added to the troubles of the RosS. 10 or IS jeers aecaraW to whotker
h k mads to rkrM Itiícxmsms bik!byfnaiantswt
anaB
ol Koohnf
u backad tho world's largoat manulacturaf
This
H Is t 2 or
well postoffice of the last few week?
of
kinds
cosdiuens.
all
world
under
of
and
Iks
all
parts
in
buildüie papara. It hasiuiuIm
auoa (ooa
comes an order from the Postofflcn
subatuuta. Looa tut tlx labal oi quaktjr.
and eWl swat
Ua(uUlM-tDepartment to Postmaster Radney tu
COMPANY
GENERAL ROOFING MFG. MmUimg
reduce his force. A city carrier and
Wfld't iargta mtanufacturtrt tHMfttgauJ
a clerk In the office are to be taken
from the staff.
1

KUM miles on one set of Urea.
Bpeedometi-r- , one man mobAlr top, KM
weight l.fluü
In. test Iwm, aatx3i Inch
MKTZ Distributors for Colorado,
noamta.
Mew atezteo. Wyoming aud Western NebraaJta.

traeollite.
Ülew-ar-t

twenty-eigh-

the

Coursey Held for Wiggins' Death
East Las Vegas. Emery E. Cour
sey, was arrested, charged with the
murder of Clydo Wiggins, who disap- peared from his homo at Mills Ranch,
near the town of Mills, on July 3,

1915.
At his preliminary hearing he
was bound over wuuoui pona vo
await the action of tho Mora county
'
grand jury.

-

,

Coy Roofing From Your Local Dealer

j- -tt

Roofing

Ppt

I

with
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Henderson "4"

The state game warden placed an
order for 100 pairs of Chinese ring
necked pheasants, market value nearly $1,500, but will give native game In
part payment.
The blanket raise of 35 per cent in
the assessment of mercantile firms al
Silver City made by the State Board
of Equalization was unauthorized, ac
cording to the decision of Judge Colin

If yon are accustomed to wake up
a coated tongue, foul breath or
a dull, dlxzy headache; or, it your
meals soar and turn luto gas and
acids, you have a real surprise await

Unnoticeabte.

e

ing and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
bair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft balr and lots
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any atore
and Just try It. Adv.

Says yoii realty feel clean, sweet
end fresh inside, and
aro seldom ill.

a Degree Practically

week

there were four tragedies enacted 'n
this part of the state. Two people
were murdered, one man committed
Clayton has a new brick plant
suicide and ono babe died, it is sup
The Duckman brid go will be re posed, as a result of injuries inflicted
on Its mother.
paired.
At Hurley, Pilar Muuoz, a Mexican,
Fourth
Carlsbad will celebrate the
'
Is alleged to have stabbed Albina
of Julv
during Quarrel The next
reported
An ep.demlo of amallpo

BEFORE BREAKFAST

REVEHUE

So Wisely Distributed That Tax
ation Will Affect Farmers to

.

a

.VI

FOR

DRINK HOT WATER

n

J

i"i

one-quart-

-

o

one-hal-

stock-raiser-

HUSBAND SAVED

HIS WIFE

IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS

Stopped Moat Terrible Suffering by Getting Her Lydia
E. Pinkham' Vegetable Compound.

Drink Lots of Water and Stop Eating
Meat for a While If the Bladder
Bothers You.

Meat forms uric acid which excites
Denison, Texas.
"After my HttI
and overworks the kidneys In their
efforts to Alter it from the system. girl waa bom two sears ago I began suf- fenbg: with female
Regular eaters of meat must flush the
trouble and could
kidneys occasionally. You must re
hardly do my work.
lieve them like you relieve your bow
I was very nervous
els; removing all the acids, waste and
but just kept dragpoison, else you feel a dull misery In
ging on until
region,
kidney
sharp
pains
in the
the
summer when I got
11
your
back or Blck headache, dizziness,
where I could not do
stomach sours, tongue Is coated and
my work. I would
when the weather Is bad you have
have a chill every '
rheumatic twinges. The urine Is
day and hot flashea
cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
and dizzy spells and
often get irritated, obliging you to get
my head would al
up two or three times during the most burst, I got where 1 was almost
night
a walking skeleton and life was a burden
To neutralize these irritating acids to me until one day my husband's stepand flush off the body's urinous waste sister told my husband if be did not do
get about four ounces of Jad Salts something for me I would not mat Kong
front any pharmacy; take a table-- and told him to get your medicine. So his
spoonful In a glass of water before got Lydia El Pinkham's Vegetable Com- - '
breakfast for a few days and your kid pound for me, and after taking the first
neyB
then act fin8 and Diaa3er three doses I began to improve. I condisorders dlsanDear. This famous salts tinued Its use, and I have never had any
l8 made from the acid of grapes and female trouble since. I feel that I own
iemon juice( combined with llthia, and my life to you and your remedies. They
hag been ugod for generations to clean did for me what doctors could not do
and timulate slucelsh kidneys and and I will always praise it wherever I
stop bladder irritation. Jad Salts Is go." Mrs. G. O. LOWERY, 419 W.Monterey Street, Denison, Texas.
Inexpensive; harmless and makes
If you are sufTering from any form of
dollghtful effervescent Ilthla-wate- r
drink which millions of men and female ills, get a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
women take now and then, thus avoid
lng serious kidney and bladder dis- commence the treatment without delay.

last

lis

San Juan Wool Wortn" $250,000.
Aztec. The wool clip in the San
Juan basin will amount to about one eases.
million pounds, which will net about
quarter of a milllcn dollars to the
An adult man produces In 24 hours
owners.
Most ot me cup irom mis enough heat to boil five or six pints of
county has been sold for 25 cents a water.
Can quickly be overcome by
pound, f. o. b. cars, cash at time of
CARTER'S LITTLE
shipment.
you
wifh beautiful, clear whit
if
clothes, use Red Croas Bag Blue. At all LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
lood grocers Adv.
act surely ana
8tallion Brings Fancy Price.
on the
Á t SITTI F I
Demlng. "High John." the late
It's easier to Induce two hearts to gently
I
1
liver, cura
.'.
two
It
to
one
Is
induce
as
than
Stephens'
Dwtght
B.
beat
beautiful
Sheriff
I LY.W
Biliousness,
way,
during
to
eat
mouths
that
here
sold
was
black stallion,
Head- ythe sessions ot the New Mexico Cattle
Dr: Pierce's Pelleta are best for liver.
and Horse Growers' Association
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet fur nesa, and Indigestion. They do their dutft
bringing fl.GOO.
a laxative three for a cathartic. Adv.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

-

Distributing Wheat
Vegas. A carload of
wheat bas been received from Colo
rado by County Agriculturist M. R
Gonzales and is being distributed to
the farmers for use as seed. It is of
the Defiance variety.
Gonzales

East Las

Although the dignified man may net
know much, be has to be very careful
of what little be does know.

Genuine must bear Signature

i

Marie after Bxaeaar la Cal
Cutting- Winds and Dust. It Restores,
Refreshes and Promotes Eye Health.
Good (or all Eyes that Need Curs.
Murine Eye Remedy Cfk, Chicago,
Bead Eys ttook on request.
-

Cae-

-

Jackson Postoffice Robbed Again.
The postoffice at
The Inexperienced One.
Silver City.
Belle Is be a man of affairs?
Jackson, on the Gila river, war
Anne Mercy, no! He never bad a
robbed by burglars of $200 In cash
This Is the second robbery of this chance. The first girl be proposed to
accepted him. Judge.
postofflce within two months.

Y

W

INSTITUTE

COR. ElQHTEKNTH

ANO

CURTIS

8T3.

DENVER. COLO.
Liquor and Drug Addictions

cuied by a scientific count of sooiicatiasw
lita only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Kcclcf Rcrucdwt are adwiustsred.

WESTERN LIBERAL
PlTM.tRHF.D FRIDAYS.
FORMS CLOHB THURSDAY EVENING

i

firm
Enttrrd al th Pot Office at
Mexico, at Second Claaa Mail Matter
Lord-bur-

Br PARIS V. BUSH.
Editor aad Owner

Now is the time to look over the

TRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
Three Month.
ti
1.75
1
8i Months
X
On Year
Suhftcrlption Alwar. Payab! In Advance.

March

practices buying his goods from
outside sources is injuring the business interests of the town. And
the business man who has his stationery printed in other cities is
taking a slap at the newspaper
that speaks in his behalf. Consistency? Yes, of a kind.

10, 1916

The Get Together Spirit
Every town that is a town has

the "get together" spirit. Merchant aod farmer ana the people
generally woik together for a
letter town, better living conditions, better amusements and

more personal freedom. Here are
some rules for the get togethers:
The town and the farming
cannot succeed without
and mutual assistance.
Farmers should forget the wild
charges of the demagogues ami
consider their own interests ir,
relation to the railroads and better railroad facilities. Legislation
against business interests simply
because they are business interests, is not always best for the
fa mer.
Help the people of adjacent
towns to make the towns "alive. "
Lon't have the nearest town to
you a "dead" one.
Rural prosperity depends upon
the ease with which shipments
are made. Railroads don't like
dead towns.
Don't back
egislation that will kill the town.
Ranchers should buy from home
dealers. Keep your money in the
community where it adds to the
commercial life of everyone in the
town.
Every dollar the farmer puts
into his adjacent town, helps him;
it adds to the value of his own
holdings.
The town merchants should
make the rancher and miner welcome. Keep the things ha wants
to buy and sell to them at prices
he is willing to pay.
Make your town so live that
people will want to come there to
spend the week end.
People
pvoid the dead town.
Don't let the people tell you
that a live town is "hell bent for
perdition."' Prosperity depends
on the attractiveness of the town.
Let the farmer know that you
are trying to help him as well as
po help yourself.
' The town merchant should ad
vertise so that the rancher and
miner may know where he can
buy.his good3 and come for them.
The farmer says to the local mer
chant: "Show me." Show him
by advertising what you have to
sell.
y

corn-munit-

.

.

"Get together."

Dont's For Our Citizens
' Don't fail to sound Lordsburg's
praises wherever you are.
'. Don't make your money out of
Its citizens and spend it some
where else.
!
Don't frown on every public
improvement simply because it
will cost you a dollar or two.
Don't sneer at the efforts of
your fellow citizens to build up
Lordsburg, but lend a helping
hand. Don't talk a great deal about
what snould be done and remain
on the back seat waiting for

some one else to do it.
Don't say the public schools are
a failure because your boy has
been upsetting the school discipline and has been punished.

Don't let the local paper that is
the town's untiring champion,
abandone the champion business
because of lack of deserved patronage.

Don't forget to drop your dollar in the slot when the committee that is after a new enterprise
comes around with the subscnp
tion list.

Don't forget that in building
up Lordsburg, hearty
tion, united endeavor and a spirit
of get theré are what win the
day. There is no pull like a long
pull, a strong pull and a pull all
co-ope- ra

together.

flower catalogues and carefully
study their contents. Then look
over the bare spots and the unsightly views around your home
and see what you can do. Make
a list of your favorite flowers
attractiveness of a home than a
and dorf t forget the window boxes.
Nothing adds more to the dainty
window box full of pretty blooms,
and trailing vines. Just how to
water the plants depends upon the
temperature, but allow none of the
plants to wither from lack of moisture, but remember they only need
water when the soil in the pot begins to dry. Take water to the window garden daily and those plants
requiring moisture, water thoroughly, but those seeming sufficiently moist, should be left
Too much water is as
bad as none at all.

d.

Speaking of untold wealth, the
returns certainly reveal

income tax
i lot of it.
A

tariff board

non-partis-

the-

ory has always an earnest friend
,n the minority.

Practically

all

civilized

the

world and Germany having recognized Carranza, it's now Mexico's

turn.

Times are changed. The modern

New York robber who wishes to
rob the, city hall first juts the

T1.
II
year win
i orK congressmen mis
have to be satisfied with fi. ration
of guinea Diz tails.
1

.
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LUMBER
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INSURANCE

Three factors inyour Existance Supplied with the Best

Mexico might settle down sooner, if it did not dread the consequent settling up.

Everything

OUR MAGAZINE SECTION

The Lordsburg Liberal has demonstrated again the fact that the
New Mexico weeklies are the
says the Santa Fe New Mexican, in the country. It is furnishing subscribers with a
magazine supplement equal to
those published by the big city
dailies, a bit of enterprise which
is rather unusual.
liv-es- t,

semi-month-

ly

First Payment Made
On the Carlisle Mine
The first payment was made on
the Carlisle mine last week, when
George H. Utter Wa3 paid $10,000
by II. K. Welsh, representing the
syndicate which secured control
of the property last fall. The
next payment will be $40,000,
and is due in July. The mine
was sold for $300,000.
Operations at the property are,
progressing nicely and in a very
short time the mine will again be
a producer. In fact, arrangements are being made for shipping lead ores, and by the end of
the month it is possible that a
number of freight outfits will be
bringing ore to Duncan, and from
there it 'will be shipped to the

smelter.
A party of mining men interested in the property arrived in
Duncan from the north on Thursday. It includes M. G. Hecksher
of the New Jersey Zinc Company,

TO

The Fabel of The Loafer
Once upon a time there was a
who refused
to follow his father's trade, that
of stone cutter, and became a
loafer. He was fat and ugly,
with a short,
a round,
bald head, thick lips, protruding
eyes and snub nose. He spent
his time talking with whomsoever
would listen to him. He respected
no one, rich or poor. He loved a
joke, went bare-foand allowed
his clothes to become soiled. He
spent most of his time drinking
at the public dnnking place. Fin
ally he married, but instead of
reforming his ways, continued to
loaf along the streets talking.
and refused to earn money to
support himself and his wife.
Frequently the woman could be
seen leading him through the
streets by the ear, berating him
soundly with her tongue, and
frequently with a broomstick.
That man was Socrates, and the
wisest man the world has ever
seen. He had the greatest brain
of any man who has ever lived.
He was the father of philosophers
"good-for-nothinf-

bull-nec-

Prompt

k,
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Deliveries
í

W. F. RITTER

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints

ot

Lordsburg

'Cleaning, Pressing, Altering

Agency at 85 Mine

Parlors
Mkey

the greatest of thinkers. '
't
judge a man
by his habits.

Mil

4 sakzar

L0RESBDR6

Office,

HOTEL
,

MORAL--Don-

T?athbun Mix Pompany

PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS
WE APOLOGIZE
We got in bad last week when
we stated in the Pumpkin Hill
News that Goldie Dimple's old
beau had left her because she ate
onions. Friday morning before
we got time to clinch our collar
buttons on the proposing stone,
Miss Dimole ramoed on the door.
The knock told us right off that
Goldie was madder- than a wet
pigeon, and came down to mop
up the floor with us, so before we
pulled the latch rope, we called
Mrs. Squash, who we knew could

EL PASO, TEXAS

BUILDERS' MATERIALS
'

Cla,3T

3Prcd.-u.ct- s

BUILDING

-

.

f
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burglar alarm wires, His prototype used to get himself elected to
Sanf ord MacKeever of New York
.he city council.
City and the attorney for the
Poet John Masefield attributes syndicate.
banditry and free verse to the same
spirit of lawlessness. But only
A general who doei great things
banditry is punishable by penal must
possess civil qualities. It is be;ervitude.
cause he is reputed to be the best
brain that the soldier obeys and re
Britannia does not intend the spects
him.
world to doubt that she still rules
the wave.
The vice of our modern Institutions
Somehow, Col. Roosevelt has la that they have nothing which appeals to the Imagination.
Man can
omitted himself from the news for only
be governed through the imsgl squash the matter better than
several dys. .
nation. Without It he. is a brute.
we could we, in the mean time
shrivelling up and seeking refuge
behind a pile of gate posts which
Hank Parsnip stored in our office
to keep the germs out. Goldie
had considerable blood in her
brown eye (her blue one in glass)
when she stormed in and showed
the spark plug on her tongue as
she kicked aside the office goat
Cream of tartar, derived from grapes,
to interview ye editor, but when
is used in Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
our Mrs. Squash told her that we
were laid up with a dislocated
because it is the best and most healthful inwindpipe and could not say a
gredient known for the purpose.
blessed thing if we had to. She
sort of lost temperature and
Phosphate and alum, which are deoffered to do our life insurance
rived from mineral sources, are used in
company a favor if we apologize
in the Pumpkin Hill News this
some baking powders, instead of cream of
week and inform the suffering
tartar, because they are cheaper.
public that Goldie Dimple always
has, is now, and will continue to
If you have been induced to use baking
eat, in the future as in the past,
powders made from alum or phosphate,
garlic and not onions.

EQUIPMENT

PAI1TTS
Write for our Catalogue.

It's for

You

BUT IN EL PASO

There is a Real Difference

use Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder instead. You will be pleased with the results
and the difference in the quality of the food,

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER
MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR
DERIVED FROM CRAPES

"Hello I When can I get a statement of my account, including
todays deposit?"

"Your statement will be
ready in five minutes"
This is real,
accurate statement (tobank Bervice -- gether with your canthe kind of service wa celled vouchers) is ready
are prepared to give you. for you not later than
The Burroughs Bookthe first of every month.
keeping Machine used in The statement ehows
our accounting departall checks and deposits
ment enables us to keep and a balance you know
a statement of each cus- is right.
tomer's account with
Your pass-boreentries mada right up mains in your possession
to date all the time.
all the time a permaAny timo you want a nent receipt for all destatement of your ac- posits.
count in a hurry, it is
We are sure that this
ready for you.
service will
Instead of leaving meet with
k
your
to be bal- your
anced, a
ok

We presume that there is not a
business or professional man in
this town who is not an ardent advocate of home trading.
So are
we, and in this connection we want
to suggest that it might be in keeping with such doctrines for certain
of our worthy business men to remember that this paper has an up
to date job printing plant and is
repared to do all kinds of print-nf
To say the least, it is rather
disconcerting for us to urge the
people to buy their goods at home
and then to run across a piece of
printing for some local business
hoube that has been ordered from
out of town.
The citizen who

COAL

up-to-d-

pass-boo-

neatly-printe-

Under New Management

Central Bar
L.

PROPRIETORS

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, Wines and all classes of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap
Your

While hanging up wall paper
in attorney A. Fibber's lunch
room Monday afternoon, Philip
Gumdrop bumped his toe on the
ceiling and the doctors fear that
he will have to invest in a new
toe nail, the head on his old one
being badly bent. We suppose
the doctors know their trade and
advise Philip to get repairs before
nails go up.

SPRING, SPRING
Jhe

ZLdlcTFiT ,GKT2nT
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Always The Best
Of What?

Ren Hanks, the popular and
efficient station agent, informs us
that the trains will now be only
two hours and forty minutes late,
instead of three hours as before.

Autos For Sale
1914,

electric
starter, good shape, looks good,
cost $1915.00; will sell for $500.00.
Abbott-Detro- it

Also 1916 Overland, cost $825.00
price $500.00. Address box 128,
Deming, New' Mexico; " ' "' '
-

;

Come To

First national

Two go Hand in Hand

HAVE "RED". DO YOUR PAINTING

Anson Frisbv. our well known
banker, is expecting to become a
benefactor soon, by presenting
his home town with a hearse.

d,

g.

Patronage Solicited

OOOOOOOOOOOQOOOQOOOC

We have no local news this
week, our reporter, Pansy Strawberry, being too busy darning the
post master's socks. She will
finish at 3 p.m. today.

Grandma Whipple, who has
been in ill health for 20 years, is
very poorly at the present writ
ing,- and only able to do light
work,, such as driving the road
grader for the township. .It is
feared that she will not linger in
our midst very long.

J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT

Arkansas

For Sale Stock ranches,, fruit
and poultry farms from $4 to $15
per acre; good, open Btock range,
fine water, very healthy. Write
for further information to C. H.
8
Hines, life resident, Fox, Ark.

Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

Clifton

ZEstr

J. S. BROWN, Proprietor

-

Protect Yourself and Family
With Insurant

Change of Date of Sale

la

PUBLIC LAND SALE

American Nat'l Insurance Co.
Of CalTeston, Tnu
Address enquiries to Box 182, Lordnburg

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

I

Leaves Lordsburg Wednes-- I
day and Saturday mornincr3
...:u
:i
n null
opcciai alien
wiui man.
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave calls at Postoffice.

c

.
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Pyramid Lodge No.

x

f

23.

ml.

Meeting; ererjr Tubs,
Visltln brothers InTlUta.

J

v4

R. D. Pkttw. O C.
J.J. HiLom, K.H.

Urdskrg

Lodge No.

30.

OF WORLD

i

CAMP Mo. SB
Moot! BTerj 2nd & 4th Saturday night a4 tk
x.. of P. HALL
K. M. Fisher, C. O.

K. I. Reyaolda Clark

i. o. o. sr.

LORDSBURG LODGE No. 60
Meets rrerT Monday night at I o'oloek
flatting ortihers invited to attend ..

S. K. Oass, Noble Grand
Wm. Tvba, Secretary

NEW

The Lordsburg Dairy
"SANITATION FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

I.YHIAN II HAYS

$2

Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona

i

8 Practice in Public Lands and g
8
t Mining Law a Specialty.

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
'

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracks.

Beer on Tap

Keg

t ine

Wines and Liquors

Restaurant In Connection
YENDOME

HOTE

16W.,

S'iSEtf

3, 'NESEji Sec. 10,
EvíNWtf, SEWSEJ4
23,
Sec.
SWXNWX
T. 29S., R. 17W. con-

Sec.

SWX Sec.

11,

Sec. J4, ElNEX
NWtfSWX Sec. 24,
taining 18,398.41 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of house, corrals, wells,
water troughs, and surface tank, value

Also E!4SEX See. 8, WtfSWtf c,,,., o, ,M
of Sec. 16, StfNWtf, NEtfSWtf, NWtfSEtf,
S!,SF.tf Sec. 17, ENEtf Sec. 18, NEtfNEy,
Sec. 20, NWX SW!4NEX, N!,SEX, SEXSEtf
Sec. 21, SWKSWH,
W'NWtf Sec. 22,
27,
Sec.
N,NF.'4 Sec. .14,
NENVVX
NEKSWtf,
SEtfNWtf,
N4
WNWtf,
R. 18W.,
35,
33S.,
Sec.
all of
T.
SEtf
Sec. 32, T. 3JS., R. 17W., all of Sec. 34, T.
JOS.,

R. 19W., E!,NW5. SWJ4NWVÍ,
Sec. 25, SEVÍSEJ4 Sec. 26, Z'A

TindShidd

Auto

Mr. and Mrs. D. Desler and
little daughter of Lordsburg,
narrowly escaped death Friday
near Mesilla Park, when the auto
in which they were driving, to
Deming, was deflected from the
roadway by a machine.' which
tried to go around them, tossing
fifthem over
teen feet high. The car fell into
the ditch with such force that the
radiator was buried in the sand
and mud. Mr. Desler was driven

BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

CASTO RIA
'

Always
the
Signature

7

30 Years

fits your taste!

Meets the fondest wishes of tiny man who
likes to smoke because it has the right flavor
and aroma and coolness. It's the most cheerful tobacco you ever did pack in a jimmy pipo
or roll into a cigarette.
And it's so
R. J. M.yitolus ufcsuco Co.
good you just feel
you never can get
enough. The pat-ent1

--

w

ed

fixes

cuts out bito

Liatent

't

er

and parch!

to ehanre the shape
and color of umalable brands
to imitate the Prince Albert tidy
red tin. bui it ia impoaaihtm to
imítala the flavor of Prince
Allirt tobneeo I The patented
process protect that 1

wrecked machine.
The speed maniac who was the
cause of the disaster, did not slow
down but put on more power and
fled when he realized what damage he had caused.
He was
traced into Las Cruces, but a
search for him revealed no trace
of his whereabouts.
Sheriff Felipe Lucero visited
the scene and after obtaining a
description of the fugitive was
positive that he knows the man
who was responsible for the near
fatility, and promised to run him
to ground shortly.
The damaged car was taken to
Deming for repairs. The owners
proceeded on their journey to
their home in Lordsburg, where
Mr. Desler is an engineer at the
85 Mine.

process
that and

When you fire up your first
smoke youll decide that you
never did taste tobacco that
hits your fancy like

YT7

Tí TYFT
IV

'

Mi.

7

17?

WW

Alieiff

J

NE"4,
SWtfNEtf, SEtfNWtf, ESWK, NWtfSEtf
Sec. 35 T. 31S., R. 20W., all of Sec 16,
W'i, SEX, WJNEX Sec. 21, T. 32S., R.
the
tmokm
20W
Ky,NW, SWMNWtf. NWtfSWtf,
(
Sec. 11, SENEtf,
E'jSEtf Tec. 10, SE
NWM, NNEX, SWtfNEtf, F.'SSWtf, SWtf
it
exceeds in goodness
SWyt Sec. 15, T. 33S., R. 18W., all of Sec.
6, all of Sec. 7, all of Sec 18, all of Sec.
it I
TV
33S., R. 17W., all of Sec 4, all of
19,
Sec. 23. nil of Sec. 24, T. 33S., R. 18W.,
Men,
tell
this
will
NyiSWK, SWtfSWtf, SEX Sec. 22, all
of Sec 27, all of Sec. 33, all of Sec. 34, all
So,
information
old
of Sec. 28, T. 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec 1,
all of Sec 2, all of Sec 3, all of Sec. 10,
pipe
from
its
place
locate
all of Sec. 11, all of Sec. 12, all of Sec. 13.
fall-to- !
all of Sec. 14, all of Sec. 15, NSNEX
SEXNE'4 Sec. 22. NWX Sec 23, Lots 2,
4,
NW,v NWXNEX Sec. 24, T. 34S., R.
Yoaruhhe, win b. gratified at t A near..
20W., W)i, SEX Sec. 7, EX Sec. 8, NXNWX,
that ,mttt tobacco,
tor fnnca Albert ,t in univenal demand, it.for
SWXNWX, NWXSWX Sec. 9, E' NXNWX.
can be bought all over
the fufe, and all over the world! Toppy red bag;
EXSWX Sec. 17, NX, SWX. NWXSEX Sec. PICK-U- PS
5c; tidy red
18, Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, Sec. 19, Lots 1, 2, EXW.X,
tint. Mile; handsome pound and half-poun- d
tin humidort and that
SWXNWX Sec. 20, T. 34S.,"R. 19W., all of
tine pound cryttal-gla- tt
humidor with tponge-moitten- er
top that
Sec. 12, WX Sec. 13, all of Sec. 14, all of
keept the tobacco in tuch excellent trim.
1 10N0 fUrVNIMG PiPE.N!j tí
Sec. 15, EX Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SWXNWX.
24,
all
Sec.
of
SEXSEX
SWX. WXSEX,
Ml
C!0A3ETr i'OBMXO j
R.
Sec. 25, all Sec. 26; N;i NXSEX, SEXSEX.
REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO,
Winaton-SaleN.
NWXSWX Sec. 27, EX. SWX Sec. 34, all of
POINTED
PARAGRAPHS
Sec 35, all of Sec. 36, T. 33S., R. 20W.. Lots
19,
Sec.
NEX, SEXNWX,
3. 4, EXSWX, SEX
WXNWX. SX Sec. 20, WX Sec. 27, all of
Don't Jeer; lt'a a came two can play
Sees. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, NX, NXSWX See.
33, NEXNWX,
WXNWX. Sec. 34, T. 33S., at.
RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS IN
BOOST LORDSBURG
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
R. 19W., all of Sees. 5 and 6, T. 34S., R.
NATIONAL FOREST
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Offlci
To our Subscribers:
We want
19W., all of Sec 18, T. 3IS., R. 19W., all
Man
well
well
Is
a
man
who
off
is
ail
-- 8724.
at Las Cruces. N. M., Feb. 23. 191.
of
of Sees. 19, 30, 31, T. 32S., R. 19Wa
Lists
.8739
your help. Will you do this for
Sees. 5, 6. 7, 8, NX, NWXSWX, SEX Sec. on in years.
Notice is hereby Riven that Ben F. Orr. of
Notice Is hereby iriven that the lands desus?
17, T. 33S., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
below, embracing 440 acres, with the Playas, N. M., who, on Feb. 16. 1916, made
cribed
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, EX. EXWX,
NWXNWX
We are anxious to tell all of your Chiricahua National Forest. New Mexico, will homestead entry. No. 011898, for N 8W :
It doesnt take a good looker long to friends and relatives of the kind be subject to
Sec. 15, EX, EtfWX, SWXSWX Sec. 22, all
settlement and entry under the SVj NWV4. Section 8, Township 27 8., Range
of Sees. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, T. 32S., And a husband.
R. 20W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 T. 3JS..
of town we have here, and the good provisions of the homestead laws of the Unit- 17 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
R. 20W, NEX Sec. 11, all of Sec. 13, all of
ed
SUtes and the act of June 11, 1906 (34 Stat. of Intention to make final three year proof, to
thingswe are doing to
Sec 14, NEXNWX. NXSEX. SEXSEX Sec.
The man who ia always celebrating We want you to fill out improve it. 233), at the United States Land Office at Las establish claim to the' land above described,
the
blanks
15, all of Sec. 16, EX. SEXNWX.
EXSWX Isn't necessarily
Cruces, New Mexico, on May 1, 1016.
Any before J. M. Trippe, Ua S. Commissioner, at
celebrated.
Sec 22, all of Sees. 23 .and 24, EX. NWXbelow with the names and address- settler who was actually
and in good faith Playas. N. M., on the 8th day of April, 19 IB.
NWX. EXSWX Sec. 25, NX, SWX. NXSEX.
Claimant names as witnesses :
es
you
people
of
whom
know that claim ins: any of the above lands for agriculSWXSEX Sec 26, EX, EXNWX, EXSWX
Many a woman without brains is
r. S. Cooper. Jno. W. Walker, J. A. Croom,
Sec. 34,
EX, NWX.
Sec. 27,
tural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, arid
EXSWX
one
have
at
time
been
residents
of
able to fool a mala highbrow.
NWXNEX, NXNWX. SWXNWX. WXSWX.
has not abandoned same, has a preference J. B. Wade, 11 of Playas, N. M,
place,
this
or
a
have
of
number
35.
Sec.
of
Mar.
Sec,
all
John L. Burnside, Register.
SWXSEX, EXSEX
36.T.
right to make a homestead entry for the lands
or relatives living here actually
31S., R. 20W., containing 61,393.02 acres. The
accupied.
Said lands were listed
No candidate is as radical in office friends
improvements on this land consist of house,
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
present
We
the
time.
will
at
send
upon
the applications of the persons mentioned
wagon ahed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain as ha was during the campaign.
of the Interior, U. 8. Land Of- each of them several copies of the below, who have a preference right subject to Department
room, fencing, value $2300.
at
Las
N. M., Feb. 23, 1916.
Cruces.
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 28S., R. 17W., NX,
Liberal, absolutely with- the prior right of any such settler, provided Notice is hereby given that William W.
People would rather listen to a bank Western
NXSEX Sec. 32, T. 29S., R. 16W., all of Sec
or applicant is qualified to make Jones,
out
charge
to them or you, and we aid settler entry
of Animan, N. M., wh
on Sept. 14.
1,660.80 acres.
2, T. 29S., R. 17W., containing
hard-luck
story.
account than a
homestead
and the preference right is 1915, made
,
homestead entry,
shall greatly appreciate your kind- exercised
0! 796, for
There are no improvements on this land.
prior
to May 1, li16, on which d?te
No bida will be accepted for less than Three
Sec
8..
Sec.
Vp 27 8.,
17,
1.
NEVi
You may mail this to us or (he lands will be subject to settlement and entry Sfc'i
Anything that makes a noise like a ness.
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the appraisRange 19 W , N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
The lands are as notice of intention to
ed value thereof, and in addition thereto the meal ticket attracts a lot of attention. give it to us at the office. This by any qualified person.
make final three year
bidder must also pay for the improvements
little service will help boost our follows: The SE'4 NK'4, the N'i, SE'(, the proof, to establish claim
to the land above
which exist on the above described lands,
Sec. 24, T. 33 S., K. 21 W., N.
SW'4.
NEi
town
every
and
H.
we
sure
described,
feel
before
A.
that
Ward. U. 8. Commis
at the appraised value.
M. P. M., 150 acres, application of Mrs. Cora
And many a man squanders so much
sioner,
M.,
N.
Animas,
at
on the 8th day of
be
willing
The above sale of lands will be subject
to help.
A. Sanford, Cloverdale, New Mexico; LLt
coin on his ideals that he can't af- resident will
April, l'J16,
The sucto the following conditions, viz:
you.
Thank
Commispay
must
to
bidders
the
marry.
cessful
ford to
Claimant names an witnesses:
The SW'i SW14 of Sec. 15. the NVj NU,
sioner of Public Lands, or his agent holding
John F. Burns, Isaac H. Arnold, Howard E.
of the prices offered
Vj NWtf. Sec. 22, T. 33 S., R.
such sale,
Name
NKr
NEi,
Dupuy,
Patrick M. Ewing, all of Animas, N.
A compound fracture of the neck is
by them respectively for the land; four per
21 W., 120 acres, application of Jasper W.
M.
cent interest in advance for the balance of said to be the only sure cure for the
Elbow
Sanford,
Lake,
Minnesota;
List
Mar.3-3- 1
Address
John L Burnside, Register.
such purchase prices; the fees for adverEU, SE4
The SW'i NEVi SEV4, the
grumbling habit.
tising and appraisement and all costs inciSEV4, the WVj SEV; SEVi. SWV, SEV,. Sec.
dental to the sale herein, and each and all
ELECTRIC
SPARKS
Ranch for Rent: For sheep or
Nj NEH. Sec. 17, T. 33 S., R. 21 W.,
of said amounts must be deposited in cash
Nothing makes a man feel so impor- goats. 12 miles west of Lordsburg. 8.160theacres,
If the world isn't sweet enough
application of Frank O. Elvey,
or certified exchange at the time of sale,
quesand which amounts and all of them are tant as his ability to answer the
New Mexico; List
for you put more sugar into it.
Water. Improvements. Early rain.
subject to forfeiture to the State of New tions of a small boy.
February 19, 1916.
C. M. Bruce.
Enquire at Liberal.
Mexico if the successful bidders do not exasistant Commissioner of the General Land
ecute contracts within thirty days after con"Girls make fewer errors than
Office.
tracts have been mailed to them by the
boys." Except when they are pickState Land Office, said contracts to provide
ing out boys.
for the payment of the balance of the pur
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
shase prices of said tracta of land in thirty
equal, annual installments, with interest on
KpartmLnt of the interior, U. S. Iind OfAnd what has become of the
all deferred payments, at the rate of four
fice at Las Cruces, N. M., Fib. 9, lalC.
per cent per annum in advance, payments
Notice is hereby (riven that Adoiph K.
subscriber who used t
1st
of
October
on
due
each
and interest
lirách, of Flayut, N. M., who on July 1, 1!15, .legin his communication,
"I take
year, and such other conditions, obligations,
lE'-- i
fee. 11). W'i NW'i Sec. 20. Township
11 S
Rana-17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, hax
reservations and terms as may be required
.iy pen in hnnd."
Nét Contento 15 WnJlPrartol
by law.
inde homestead entry No. 01 lilla, for E1
Each of the tracts as described herein will
"iled notice of intention to make final three
When a woman isn't, hearing
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
ear proof, to establish claim to the land
Public Lands, or his agent holding such
above described, before J. M. Trippe, U. S. burglars in the dining room, she is
sale reserves the right to reject any and
Commissioner, at Playas, N. M., on the 25th smelling something
burning.
day of March. 1U16.
all bids offered at said sale. Possession
under contracts of sale for the above deClaimant names as witnesses :
scribe) tracts will be given on or before
One fears the approach of sumJohn A. Croon, William Adams, John W.
October 1st, 1916.
Walker, Guernsey Adams, all of Playas,
mer, as it may mean the recrudesWitness my hand and the official seal of
N. M.
i.
:
Fcb.18-Mar.1- 7
cence of the sport shirt.
the State Land Office this 2nd day of DeJohn L. Burnside, ReüUter
w
m m
i
cember, A. D. 1915.
it
R0BT. P. ERVIEN,
tM
;i
Iv
t
t
e
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
""i
First Publication, Feb. 11, 1916
A It-tt- o
Trr
rt
Last Publication, April 14, 1916
ALCOHOL-SPlStML

national joy
For
and satisfaction the kindest
word we ever printed about
we
you
tobacco
be a revelation to you.
take this
at 100, get out the
jimmy
hiding
or
the makin's papers

and

J.

C

.

ÜlPS

For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
"Mil Genuine Castoria

It" f
it

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M.. February 14. 1916.
Notica Is hereby given that Doran A. L. Wo-Ka-n.
of Animas, N. M., who, on Juna 1, 1909,
made homestead entry No. 03326, for 8W4,
Section 16, Township 28 S., Ranga 19 W., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final fiva year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before Alfred B.
Ward, U. S. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M.,
on the 28th day of March, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tas W. (liman, Charles Conner, Melvln A.
Wood. John Freeman, all of Animas, N. M.
Feb.26-Mar.2- 4
. John L. Burnside, Resiater.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that Carl W. Puschel,
of Gage, N. M., who, on February 1, 1918, made
homestead entry. No. 07996, for NEVi See, U.
T. 24 S., R. 14 W., and on Sept. S. 1916. made
additional homestead entry No. 012214. for
Section 24, Township 24 8., Range 14
SE
W
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before Faria v. Bush. United States Commissioner, at Lordsburg, N. M., on the 26th
day of March, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses t
F. 8. Case, of Gage, N. M. ; John Weema,
Clarence Williams, of Separ, N. M. I O. M,
,
Parks, of Gage, N. M.
Feb.l8-Mar.1- 7
John L. Burnside, Register

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over

Prince Albert

iUf

against the stearing post with
such force that his chest was
badly bruised. His wife, who sat
beside him on the front seat, wa3
tossed through the wind shield,
and, strange to relate, Was not
even scratched by the flying
glass. The daughter who was
in the rear seat, was thrown over
her parents, landing clear of the

"'

W. M. MEANEY,

1

WORTHWHILE

LOCATION

I

R.

$2,200.00.

.

VkM rae third Thursday night of
Mob BiOntb. VislUng Diviners
Invito.
J. L. Wells, W. M.
G. P. Jefkus, Secretary
WOODMEN

Office o( the Commissioner o( Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., December 2, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the laws of the State of New
Mexico, and the rules and regulationa of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, at ten o'clock, A. M., on
May the 8th, 1916, In the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the
described tracta of land, vir:
Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, F.SWtf, SEtfNWi.
Sec.
, NESKK Sec. 7, all of Sec. 9, all
of Sec. 16, SF-Sec. 18, all of Sec. 19, all
of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec. 28, all
of Sec. 29, all of Sec. 30, Lota 1, 2, 3, 4,
Ej'iSWX. NtfSEX, NE
EVSNWtf.
Sec. 31.
all of Sec. 32, all of Sec. 33, T. 30S., R.
16W. all of Sec. J, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec.
5, all of Sec. 6, all of Sec. 7, Kyi, SKH,
N'jSWjí Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9, all of Sec.
10, all of Sec. IS, all of Sec. 16, E',, SW,
VVNWtf Sec. 17, all of Sec. IR, al! of Sec.
19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec.
22,
T. 31S.( R. 16W
NENEM Sec. 29,
Sec.
Sec. 33, SEtfSWX,
NEtfNW
34, T. 28S., R. 17W., Lot 4, Sec. 31, T. 29S,

7

Wcman Goes Through

The Liberal ads bring: results.
Read tho LIBERAL ads this
week.

The best job printing

LiDerai.

at the

Bowtls
tmétíK Stomachs and

tji

BitKW.

Ere-mote-

OpiunLMorpMne nari&füil.

Bears the

W

wAiauibuxo

HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE
i

of

After Four Tears of Discouraging
Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave

JlxSrl

In

jiítmtvMttSm
a, .m -

han

Use

AiSsteSSSl
'

For Over

Thirty Years

vS
Eict Copy

.!J..'

of Wrapper,

Uññ
tul mus

Husband

U
.

can now
Catron, Ky.

i

It

tonic, and I

com-

From the very first

dose, I could tell it was helping me.

1

walk two miles without iU

letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly
Bullock

In an interesting

from this place,

Mrs.

Bettie
suifered
for four troubles, den't give up in despair. Try
"I
years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic It has helped
this time, 1 could only sit up for a little more than a million women, in its 50
writes as follows :

while, anJ could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
all. At times, I would have severe pains surely help you, too. Your druggist hai
sold Cardul for years.

He knows what

it will do.

He will recom-

The doctor was celled In, and his treatment relieved me for a while, but I was mend

in

iw to

At last, my husband got me a bottle of
menced taking

in my left side.

J

had gotten so weak I could not stand,
I gave up in despair.

and

Cardul, the woman's

Came to Rescue.

.

jfcSim&Siguataeoí

ij

Up in Despair.

I

soon confined to my bed again.

After

that, nothing seemed to do me any good.

it

Ask him.

Begin liking Cardul today.

Writ to: Chat'snooga Mrjlclne Co.. ! .dl- -i
Ciidttsnoics. lena., for ' pcuij
Jtutructiotu en your case and
book.
Home
IreetuMut laf Nftauteo," seat la eiaia wiapper.
Advisory Dept..

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WESTERN LI PERAL
LOIIDSBURO

NEW MEXICO

NEWS TO DATE

FaHs V. Bueh, Editor and Owner.
PiiMlRhrrt ITverv Friday.

Iti PARAGRAPHS

Europa U making tla cheat proteo
tora out of ateel tbla year.

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
The fellow who doean't know It all
can learn aomethlng every day.
THE WORLD.
When we take to delivering letter
by aeroplane love will bav wlnga at

last
What baa become of the
man who did not own an
mobile

auto-

T

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR 1UY

How to get a political office wlthoot
aeemlng to want It requires talent that

PEOPLE.

few possess.
Weetera

collars,
To tight corsets, cbln-cbiwet feet and winter itch there Is no
place like home.

Niwmpn

Union H ewe Baratea.

ABOUT THE WAR

French take trenches in Alsace.
Russians capture town of Bltlls in
Turkish Armenia.
One advantage of this season Is that
Heavy artillery duel in progress in
nowadays one does not need to worry
Alsace, region of Seppols.
turkey.
about boylng
French regain part of ground near
Almost anything ought to be pos- Douaumont which Germans captured.
Germany's
campaign de
sible when one has strawberries and
oysters at the same meal.
stroyed but one small vessel March

first

Judging by what one belligerent
German troops assembling behind
says of another there doesn't seem to lines before Verdun vigorously shelled
be much truth left In Europe.
by French.
Berlin reports that 10,755 men and
Statistics fall under renewed sus- 223 officers have been captured so
picion when a country undertakes to far in the Verdun fighting.
estimate the losses of an enemy.
More than 3,000 men drowned when
auxiliary cruiser Provence II
There's no chance that the common French
people will go back on ragtime muslo was sunk in Mediterranean.
Tbo German losses during the first
ntll some Impresario praises It.
four days of the battle around Ver"
sometimes ap- dun are estimated at 150,000.
plies otherwise than In Its figurative
Fighting to north of Verdun proceed
significance to Uncle Sam's
lng with unabated fury, neither aide
gaining Important advantage.
Every housewife knows that the
The British report a victory over
best egg to be bad tn the world Is the desert tribesmen In which
broth
one laid by her oid domlnacker hen. er of the Turkish ministertheof war
was killed.
According to a correspondent a genBritish casualties in all the war
eral on the firing Une without at least
one decoration Is painfully conspicu- area, a published during the month
of February, showed a total of 739
ous.
officers and 17,847 men.
The giving of shares of steel stock
British claim they are holding the
for bridge prizes is not likely to be- trenches recaptured from Germans
come so general as to make the prac- near Ypres, but Berlin acserts they
tice vulgar.
were Immediately driven out of moat
of the positions.
The Irony of fate reaches Its climax
The kalBer has now 750,000 men In
when the victim of Insomnia reads acthe divUlon
is driving on Vercounts of the ravages of the sleeping dua. Reportsthat Indicate
that Gersickness.
mans are constantly jmahlng small
gains, but at a terrific cost in lives.
What's a little fall like tumbling
Revised figures shows that 122 perfrom the water wagon, compared with
sone, including fifty-fivpassengers,
dropping 10.000 feet with a warplane
are missing and probably lost in the
and living?
sinking of the Peninsular and Oriental
In the meantime that aviator who liner Maloja. The bodies of forty
was going to fly across the Atlantic seven have been landed at Dover.
ocean "as soon as the war Is over." WESTERN
continues his policy of watchful wait-tag- .
Cheyenne's twentieth annual cele
bration of Frontier Days will be held
July
Why is It that a man who comes
James William Lee, a cousin of
borne so tired be can't take bis wife
ten.
E. Lee, died at Dallas
to a theater la alwaya ready to sit In Tex., Robert
aged 71.
a poker game all night long without
Tha Sioux City Hacking house
yawning?
strike has been settled, and the men
It la said that one farm in every are returning to work.
ten in Pennsylvania haa an automoMany of the Leadville, Colo., strik
bile. And It might be added that the ers have returned to work, and four
poor, overworked farm horse isn't of the five furnaces are in operation.
kicking.
Detectives are Investigating the
theft at Chicago of jewels valued at
Nine times out of ten, when a felbetween $25,000 and $3l,000 from a
low tells you he Is a
man
you can accept his statement as the Jewelry shop.
The complete disappearance of
real reason why be is Buch a down
small fortune which he la said to have
tight mutt
possessed surrounds with mystery
Pickles were the chief article of diet the death of Henry Huber, 60 years
of a woman who died at the age ol old, of Denver, which occurred at
one hundred and two. There may b Green River, Wyo., Dec. 9.
some truth in this, as many a germ Is
The Standard Oil Company of In
believed to turn pale at the very men diana, in 1915, earned 63.32 per cent
tion of pickles.
on its outstanding $300,000,000 stock
as compared with 21.90 per cent in
Astronomers announce that there 1914. This was reveale'l at the stock
will be Ave eclipses this year. Pos holders' meeting at Whiting, Ind.
sibly that number Includes the one
WASHINGTON
due next November.
By a vote of 68 to 11 the Senate
fA large part of the function ol carried out President Wilson's wish
diplomacy Is to explain with cour- and killed Senator Gore's resolution
teous deliberation that what cannot to warn Americans off armed belliger
'
De cured must be endured.
ent ships.
Orders approved by President Wil
Another glory of the soldier will d
son restore to entry 113,348 acres of
part when the army adopts rubbei public land
in western Wyoming,
beels. which cannot be brought to 188,358 acres in eastern Utah, and
tether with a click.
10,988 acres In west
central Mon
tana.
From
an
experienced husband
President Wilson at conferences
comes the expert report that the won
with Congress leaders Thursday said
en folk Co not wear those chin-cblthat following out the notes of the
collar silencers at borne.
United States government diplomatic
Diamonds
and
other
preclom relations might be broken off with
stones to the value of $25,000.000 wer a nation causing the death of au
Imported to the United States laal American in- disregard of interna
year, showing that the cost of blgb tlonal law, and that he had been in
living problem is still with us.
formed breaking off of diplomatic re
lations might precipitate war. Th'j
Gold to the value of $98.891.100 wat I'rebldf nt declared It was .said that to
produced in the United States In 1915. warn Americans to keep off armed
This Is slmoRt a dollar each for the ships of belligerent nations would bo
whole population.
No wonder some In effect acknowledging justification
of us dldn t notice the difference.
of Germany's proposal to sink these
ships without warning.
Still, the woman who found a diaPaul F. Mueller of Chicago, presl
mond in the hen rather followed the
precedent of the yokel who killed the dent of the National Association ol
goose that laid golden egga.
German Publishers .and Editors of
the Chicago A bend post told President
Those European nations who art Wilson he believed most German
stealing our diplomatic code apparent Americans were loyal to the United
ly are In complete sympathy with our
SUtes. The President told Mr. Muel
feeling against secret diplomacy.
ler he felt confident that the GermanIt la getting so now that when a Americans la common with other
man a wife leavea home and be call! Americana of foreign birth were
ber darling In hla first letter, she sus loyaL
Tha War Department asked Con
pects something and Is tempted U
gress to appropriate $40,000 for land
Aake the next train home.
defenses In Hawaii.
e
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FOREIGN
Henry James, the novelist, dlod in
London.
At Tokio, Japan, the diet adjourned
after adopting a bill for revision of
the tariff.
The Danish explorer, Knud Rasmus- sen, baa completed plans for a new
expedition In North Greenland.
The sinking of the hoHpltal ship
Marechiaro near San Giovanni Dl
Modua, Albania, Is reported In a dispatch from Rome.
It is reported that both Villa and
Zapata have accepted amnesty from
Diaz, and offered to end their careers
aa outlaws to fight under bis banner.
A Bucharest dispatch received by
Renter's Telegram Company by way
of Amsterdam says thr.t the queen
mother, Elizabeth of Rumania (Car
men Sylva) is dead.
1,000 am believed to
More than
have been lost In the sinking of the
French auxiliary cruiser Province,
formerly In service aa a transatlantic
liner, in the middle Mediterranean according to a Paris report
The story of the three French
sappers who were buried alive for
hours during the battle of Verdun
and who finally dug tliotr way out to
safety,' is told in detail by one of them
who arrived In Paris on a hospital
train.
The naval prize fund derived from
the sale of contraband goods seized
by the British navy and condemned by
prize courts now amounts to over
$30,000,000.

ThiB fund wHl be distrib-

uted among all men of the navy, after
the war.
The Anglo-Frencanswer to' the
protest of the United States regarding the seizure of mails In transit between America and Europe will be
delivered in the Immediate future, according to official announcement
from London.
That the liner Maloja, sunk ofl
Dover with a loss of more than 250
lives, was torpedoed and did not
strike a mine, was the sensational
testimony offered at the coroner's Inquest by Chief Officer Forbes at
Dover, England.
Mrs. Vlereck, mother of 'the editor
of the Fatherland, a New York pro- German publication, was stripped and
searched by British authorities at
Falmouth and also at the Downs when
the Dutch liner Nieuw Amsterdam
stopped at those ports according to
reports from The Hague.
An El Paso dispatch says:
power in Mexico Is tottering,
as Felix Diaz, with a constantly in
creasing force. Is sweeping through
the state of Vera Cruz. Carranza
forces opposing Diaz have been
forced to retreat with heavy losses.
Many of the troops sent to check
the advance of Diaz have gone over
to his standard. Meanwhile Carranza,
by wholesale executions, is attempt
ing to terrorize the populace Into sub
mission to his government Recently,
after the capture of El Oro, Carranza
troops executed 200 Zapata soldiers.
h

Car-ranza-

SPORTING NEWS
Ever Hammer defeated Joe Wlllinj
Wis., in a tame

at Kenosha,

ten-roun- d

bout.

Another player has boen added to
the list of 191G Grizzlies who have
signed contracts. He Is Johnny Relle
ne r of siiortstop fame.
Edmund Many Deeds, an Indian residing near Little Oak Creek, S. D,
will be given a tryout with the Sioux
City baseball club of the Western
League.
Jack Johnson, the negro pugilist,
and his wife left London for Corunna,
Spain. Johnson was ordered to leave
England. It was stated at the time
that he would sail for South America.
Word was received in Denver from
Japan to the effect that the crack
University of Waseda baseball nini
will not leave Tokio for its tour of
the United States until March 23.

GENERAL
Henry Ford said at Detroit that
be was not to' be seriously con
sidered as a Republican candidate for
the presidency.
General Felix Diaz has won tha
first skirmish with the forces of Pro
visional President Carranza In the
state of Vera Cruz, according to In
formation in a code mcsuage which
reached the staff and fumily of Gen
eral Diaz at New Orleans.
Noah Lundy, a farmer living neat
Areoia, 111., is mourning the loss ol
$,G5U in crisp United States cur
rency. Lundy had secreted the bills
in a mail order company's catalog,
and while away from home hlB wife,
while cleaning house, burned the
book along with other waste papers
In keynote speech and platform,
Democrats of New York state, assembled In informal convention at Syracuse, ratified the administration of
President Wilson and took steps to
bring about his
Harmony
marked the convention's deliberations, every proposal being unani
mously adopted.
A donation of $1,000 from President
Wilson to the Ellen Wilson memorial.
a fund being raised at Atlanta, Ga.,
for awarding scholarships to children
In mountain
sections of the South,
was received by officers of the
memorial.

Bake ovens filled with the bodies
babies was ene of the
verbal pictures of alleged Turkish
atrocities drawn by the Rev. E. A.
Yarrow, an American missionary at
Van, Turkey, during an appeal for
financial aid for Armenians
and
Svrians at Chicago
of roasted

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
Da Interés para toda la gent
da Nuevo Mexico.

50,000

GEÍ1ÜAÍÍS

DEAD AT VERDUIJ
BATTLEFIELDS

COVERED WITH
BOD1E8 OF MEN SLAIN IN
DESPERATE CHARGE8.

Western Newspaper Union Newa Servio.

Trip tablet form of this old
reliable remedy makes it powtl-bl- e
for you to check any tllnets
at the very onset It is a safeguard against coughs, colds and
other catarrhal conditions, no
matter what symptoms are

COLORADO.
Los Maccabees están recibiendo su

logia en Frederick.
Se ha formado un "Club Rotante'"
en. Colorado Springs.
El dfa extra del año. se concedi
eron siete divorcios en Denver.
Cinco licencias de matrimonio de
ano bisiesto se dieron el 29 de febrero en Denver.
Desde el medio de febrero el precio
del cinc en los campa mentos de Colo
rado ha avanzado de $32 la tonelada.
Los dlas de Agricultores en Hotch- klnB han tenido tan buen éxito que se
está preparando un dfa de lecherías
para junio.
En Victor, el alguacil cogió la suma
de $12,000 de mineral precioso en una
caballeriza, el producto de un robo
de "high graders."
Charles Hazen fué constituido de
fensor en una información acusándole
de esclavitud de las blancas presentada por la Señorita Ora De Lee de
Denver.

La Seflora Mariel Stmonson, esposa
de un muy bien conocido ganadero
de Hugo, murió en Denver en el hospital de St. Anthony de los electos Ue
una operación suirida hace dos semanas.
La calda de una cuchara en la casa
de A. M. JohnBon, en Denver, causó
una inveslogacmn de parte de su hija
la Señorita Gertrude, que tuvo por
resultado directo desnacer los planes
de un laarón.
Excapto en dos casos, las estadís
ticas compiladas en Denver ae los
libros de la oficina del procurador de
distrito no indican una gran reducción
en crímenes aesae quo fué vigente la
ley de prohibición.
Las entradas en la oficina de correos de Denver durante el mes de
febrero fueron de $14,206.00, que
1
represonta úna aumentación de
sobre las recetas durante el
mismo mes el año p. passado.
Kl caso de Riensl Dickens,' acusado
del asesinato de su padre, W. 1L
Dickens de Longmont, la noche del 30
noviembre, fué pospuesto basta la
sesión de abril de la corte de distrito
en Boulder.
Frank Peterson, quien fué condenado por asalto con intención de matar
& su mujer, Stella Peterson, fué sentenciado por el juez Wright en Den- ver a sufrir un ano en la cárcel da
condado, pena que es el limite maximum de la ley.
Denver tuvo un "sin precedente" al
29 de febrero con una cosecha de
niños de ano bisiesto que hacen una
docena exactamente.
Estos niños
darán á sus madres el goce de ofrecer
tertulias de cumpleafio solo una vez
cada cuatro años.
Muchos de los extranjeros en huelga en la fundición de la American
Smelting y Refining Company en
Leadville sacaron su cuenta con la
compañía con la intención expresada
de salir de Leadville.
Denver sera designada como centro
de provisiones . necesarias para el
gobierno en su servicio do oponerse
a la extensión de los incendios de
en un
selvas que puedan declr.-arterritorio abarcando 21,000,003 acres
de Belvas de reserva de los Estados
se

Unidos.
'

Según noticias recibidas por amigos

en Colorado Springs, Eleanor Painter
de esa ciudad, que ha sido "estrella1
en la Princess Pat" en Nueva York,
está padeciendo de neurastenia y

esta al presente en un sanatorio en
White Plains, N. Y.
El Obispo Francia J. McDonnell de
Denver, fué elegido presidente de la
Asociación de Educación Religiosa
en la convención anual en Chicago.
Un total de 872 personas fueron arrestadas durante el mes de febrero
por la policía de Denver. De estos
759 eran hombrea y mujeres. Como
de costumbre el numero de solteros
arrestados fué más grande que el da
los casados. Los Primeros dan un
total de 549 y los segundos 323.
Las operaciones de construcción de
casas en Denver fueron muy active en
febrero y las permisos de erección
concedidos en el ayuntamiento exced
ieron en total el número de cualquier
otro mes en 1915. El gran total, com
prendiendo las casas de negocio y las
de habitación, representa la suma de
$472,380.

Castle Rock. Un veredicto de no
culpable fué presentado por un Jura
do en ed caso de cuatro antiguo)
huelguistas, acusados de asesinato en
con la muerte, el 29 de
conexión
Abril, 1914, del Comandante P. P.
Lester, durante los desórdenes de la
huelga de mineros de carbón cerca da
Walsemburg.
Un hombre fué. probalemente arrastrado i. la muerte y su cuerpo sepultado debajo de toneladas de nieve,
hielo y escombros por un desliz da
nieve, que se precipitó abajo de un
flanco de montaña en el Black Cañón,
cortó en dos un tren del D. & R. Q.
llevando el coche de fumadores, los
del correo y del equipaje al fondo
del rio de Gunnison.
Eu Frederick se tendrá una elec
ción el 27 de marzo, con el fin de de
terminar si laa varias escuelas del
distrito
deberían ser combinadas
bajo, una organización única.

DOUAUMOIITLIHESIIOLD

manifest Catarrh is an inflammation of the mucous membrane that
line the breathing apparatus and
the digestive apparatus. PERWA.
relieves catarrh. In tablet form It Is

KAI8ER SENDS 50,000 MORE MEN
TO AID CROWN PRINCE IN
EFFORT TO TAKE CITY.
Western Newnpaper Union News Service.
Paris, March 7. Fighting of great

violence continues at Douaumont in
the Verdun region, the war office an
s
nounced Sunday afternoon. The
made a heavy attack against
the French front along the line from
the Haudreinont wood to Douaumont
fort This assault, the statement
says, was repulsed. Reports from
sources estimate that
50,000 German corpses are ' lying before the French trenches. The German war office asserts that there has
been no further Infantry fighting of
Importance at Verdun, but declares
that the French artillery is keeping
up a heavy fire, especially near Douaumont. Evacuation of trenches captured from the French near the forest
of Thlonvllle in Lorraine is admitted
by the Germano.
The only progress marie by the Ger
rnans was during the first two days
of the second attack.
Reinforcements brought up by the
Germans olnce the inauguration of the
second phase of the battle on Wednesday are eotlmatod here at 250,000 men.
ruining the totr.l forces utilized by
the assailants to more than half a
Ger-nun-

.

semi-offici-

million.

Estimates of losses show wide
variance. Details of local actions and
the size of the reserves brought up
cause French observers to make the
deduction that the Germans have paid
a very heavy price for the six square
miles of ground they have gained.
In front of the village of Vaux
alone, 4,000 German corpses were
counted after the eighth unsuccessful
l.ttack.
This part of the battle,
though overshadowed by the fight for
Douaumont, is regarded In Paris aa o
ierlous check for the attackers.
The German carried on the assault
with great courage until the dead lay
thick on the field. Thea the officers,
it is said, were compelled to urge on
the troops as they clambered over the
corpses of their fallen comrades fot
the last assaults.
ASSAS3IN WOUNDS ENVER PASHA.

at Oncel" Plea of Constantinople to Kalaer.
London. Tho fall of Bagdad Is
considered Imminent, according to an
Athens dispatch to Reuter's Tele"Send Us Help

gram Company.
Advices from a diplomatic sourc3 In

Constantinople, adds the dispatch, are
that an attempt has been made to assassinate Enver Pasha, the war minister, who was wounded.
The Duke of Mecklenburg "In view
of the gravity of the situation" has
telegraphed the German Emperor,
urging him to send reinforcements to
Constantinople. The Sleva powiur
magazine
at Constantinople has
blown up in consequence of a fire.
A message to the Exchange Telegraph Company from Zurlsh says:
"German newspapers published wira-les- s
messages from Washington emphasizing the gravity of the
situation. The Frankfort
Bourse,
which Invariably reflects
news affecting German high finance,
ended in a condition of panic."
German-America-

n

MAKE NAVY FIRST IN WORLD.

Conference Resolutions Sent
to Congress.
conference
St Louis. The two-daof mayors on national defense closed
with a banquet at which the principal speakers were George W. Wicker-sham- ,
former attorney general of tho
United States; Mayor William Hall
Thompson of Chicago, and Miss Anno
Mayors'

y

Morgan of New Yoi k.

The conference adopted resolutions
declaring for universal military training; for a navy that will make this
country the first sea power In the
world; for locating arsenals and munition plants at places distant from
either coast and from the Mexican
or Canadian borders; for mobilization
of physical resources of the count-for the ctandardlzation of transportation of all materials used In war; for
the organization of transportation
service for Immediate use.
The resolutions urge Congress to
pasj laws making the principles set
forth In the resolutions effective,
Mr. Gompers said organized labor
would support a proper program for
military preparedness.
y;

Woman Kills Catholic Priest.
St. Paul, Minn. Tho Rev. Henry
Jajkeski, pastor of St Caslmlr's Polish Catholic church here, was- - shot
and killed at the church by a woman
In

the presence of several membara

of his congregation.

Stirling Farmer Killed In Auto Wreck.
Sterling. George Dick, 48 yeara old,
a prominent farmer living near
was killed when his automo
bile went off a bridge Into the bed
of the Platte river.

Its prompt action make it invaluable for men and women exposed to sudden changes in the
weather or compelled to be oat in
lush and rain.
It will alto bo found most
at tonic following an attack of illness.
satls-facto-

ry
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Mistreated Father Thought He 8av
How the Situation Might Havo
Been Different.

They were traveling peacefully
home In their lumbering market cart,
when from the shadowy bedge Caere
leapt two unkempt forma No time
was wasted in useless talking, tn
businesslike manner they rifled the
pockets of Farmer Jones and his
daughter, turned them out of tho cart,
and drove off in It themselves.
"Dear, oh, dear!" wailed the poor
old man. "here's a nice
Horse
and cart and money all gone!"
"Not the money, father," broke In
the daughter. "I bad the purse In my
mouth."
"In your mouth, iassT" replied the
old man, feebly. "Good for you! But
what a pity your mother wasn't there,
then we might have saved the horse
and cart!"
to-da-

STRAIN ON THE IMAGINATION
Company Was Willing to Believe
Lot, but Longbow's 8tay Was
Too Much for Them.

a

Mr. Stretcher Tes, it's cold, but
nothing like what It was at Chrletmas
three years ago, when the steam from
the engines froze hard and fell on the
line tn sheets.
Mr. .Cuffer And yet that wasn't so
cold as in '87, when It froze the electricity in the telephone wires, and
when the thaw came all the machine
were talking as hard as they could
for upwards of five hours
"Well, gentlemen." said Mr. Longbow, "the coldest year that I can remember was tn the Christmas week
in '84. when the very policemen bad to
run to keep themselves warm."
But that was too much, and with
silent looks of indignation the other
two left to hla own reflections the
man who treated the truth so slightly.
TH(E FIRST TASTE
Learned to Drink Coffee When

Boy.

If parents realized the fact that coffee contains a drug caffeine which
la especially harmful to children, they
would doubtless hesitate before giving
them coffee to drink.
"When I was a child In my mother's
arms and first began to nibble things
at the table, mother used to give me
sips of coffee. And so I contrasted
the coffee habit early.
"I continued to use coffee until I was
27, and when I got Into office work I
began to have nervous spells. Especially after breakfast I was so nervous I could scarcely attend to toy correspondence.
"At night, after having bad coffee
for supper, I could hardly sleep, and
on rising tn the morning would aeei
weak and nervous.
"A friend persuaded me to try Postura.
"I can now get good sleep, am tree
from nervousness and headaches. I
recommend Postum to ail coffee drinkers."
Name given by Postum Co, Battle
Creek, Mich.
Postum comes In two forms:
Postum Cereal the original form
must be well boiled, 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum a soluble powder
dissolves quickly In a cup of hot water, and, with cream and sugar, makes
a delicious beverage Instantly. 80c and
60c tins.
Both forms are equally delicious and
oost about the same per cup.
There's a Reason" for Postum.
sold by Grocer.

WESTERN LIBERAL.

GOOSE RAISING IS PROFITABLE PURSUIT

WESTERN
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a
Flock of Toulousa Gees
Best Breed for Averags Farmer.
The value of these geese has dimin- time they respond very readily to
ished dnrlng the last decade. Not- good treatment. The tacf. that goswithstanding this fact, goose raising lings are so hardy is often made an
remains a profitable pursuit, provided excuse for noglecttng them, and this
the conditions are suitable.
results in slow growth, stunted de
Only two breeds are bred to any velopment and unsound constitution,
extent in this country, the Toulouse Very little brooding is necessary and
net the Emden.
Since these com- goslings can dispense with the hen
bine all the requisite economic char- when they are a week or ten days old.
acteristics It la unnecessary to go When they are this age they should
further afield. The Toulouse Is the be placed in flocks of a dozen or
largest of these two varieties; in fact, fifteen and accommodated in a small
it in the largost breed there is, but dry shed,
it is rather a slow grower. At a time
It is extremely important that they
when the Emden, the more rapidly should not sleep on a wooden floor,
maturing variety, is fit for killing, the which tends to produce leg weakness.
Toulouse is tall and lanky and quite The earth itself makes the best kind
unfit for marketing. The Emden, there- of floor it is possible to have.
In
fore, is the breed for the early trade, rearing goslings the fact should never
while the Toulouse is used almost ex- be forgotten that the youngsters
clusively for supplying the Christmas must be liberally provided with
green food. If possible they should
markets.
Goslings are the easiest of all kinds have access to a good meadow, but it
oC poultry to rear and the percentage
the herbage is insufficient they must
of deaths among the young stock, be supplied generously with cabbage
provided they are reasonably well leaves, onions, the outer leaves of let
looked after, is extremely low. They tuce or other garden produce, green
are so hardy they seem able to thrive food being essential to their health
anywhere, and they can withstand and vigor. As soon aa the grain Is
treatment which would be fatal to harvested allow the goBllngs to run
other kinds of fowls. At the same over the stubble.

DUST BATH MEANING OF POULTRY TERMS

Finely Screened Coal Ashes 8uffocata Pullet la Female Under One Year
Vermin In Fowl's Feathers-Ot- her
Old After Attaining Full MatuAdvantages.
rity She Is Termed a Han.
Finely screened coal ashes make
There seems to be a somewhat hazy
the most effective sort of a dust bath notion among amateurs as to the ex-

J

t

for the beua. The fine dust penetrates
the fowls' feathers, and, coming in
contact with lice serves to stop the
breathing passages of these parasites.
causing them to suffocate and die
Wood ashes are even better for this
purpose, because the particles of dust
are finer; but here again the lime is
objectionable, since it tends to take
the gloss off the plumage.
Coal ashes should be used freely on
the floors of poultry buildings, for they
will penetrate cracks and crevices, and
will assist in destroying mites and
other vermin, in dissipating noxious
odors and in improving conditions
generally. Still another advantage
Large quantities of the cinders will
be eaten by the birds as grit, and will
contribute some of the mineral nutri
ents. Small bits of coal will be eaten
also, and will be digested.
Dust removed from a road during
dry weather, which is only an annoy
ance to travelers, will be found benefl
cial in the dust boxes. Every poultry
farm should have a supply on hand for
winter use; for, unless dirt floors are
used, these artificial means of supply
ing the fowls' toilet requisites must be
provided. A dust bath is quite an essentia to the
of poultry as
is the regular
variety
to the human.
well-bein-

g

KEEP POULTRY HOUSE CLEAN
Fatal Disease,
Commonly
Called
"Lungers," Can Be Prevented by
Attention ta Quarters.
Many deaths among poultry, particularly among chicks, come from
moldy feed and moldy litter in poultry houses. The mold when eaten by
the fowls causes a fatal disease commonly called "lungers."
The fowl
stands in a drowsy manner and
eats hot little. The wings droop,
breathing is quickened, and a white
diarrhea is present. Death Is caused
directly by soft, yellow growths that
clog the air passages of the lungs.
There is no positive cure for the
ailment, but since it is caused by
moldy feed and litters, it can be entirely prevented by keeping poultry
under sanitary conditions. This Is
only one of the many troubles arising from unclean conditions. Includo
the chlckenhouse in the spring cleaning and avoid them all.

Way to Carry Fowl.
The olj method of carrying fowls by
the feet, heads down, Is a cruel practice, and very seldom seen on a practical farm nowadays. The proper way
is to allow the bk i'a body to rest on
the arm, holding the feet firmly with
the band.
Grain Feed at Night.
Tills is the season when a good
Tain feed at night Is worth while, and
more, corn can be used to advantage
now than at any other season. It's
wonderful bow a full crop at night
helps to carry the fowl In comfort,
despite a freezing temperatura.

act meaning of the terms used to
designate young and old stock. A
pullet, strictly speaking, is a female
under one year old. After she has
attained her' full maturity she is a
hen, but in the trade we speak of a
fowl as a pullet until she has com
pleted her first year's laying. Therefore, it is correct to speak of her as
a pullet until she is eighteen months
old, or has begun her first molt, says
Farmer s Guide.
A cockerel is a male bird under one
year old, but he is usually spoken of
as a cockerel until he has at least en
tered well upon his first jrear aa a
Dreeaing cockerel.
Cocks are older males, usually having passed through one season's breed
ing. If you order cockerels for breeding purposes, you will get birds that
have been used for breeding. When
ordering pullets you will get females
that are under eighteen months old,
at the most.
A cockerel should never be used to
breed from before he is a year old
A pullet, if she begins to lay at six
months, may be bred at nine months
'
of age.

pared with January, the production
for the short month was but about
2,000 tons
less and about ISG.000
lower in valuation.
The figures
given out by the several treatment
plants follow:
Average DrnsH
PLANT
Tons Value Value
Denver
and Pupblo .. 4,100 155.00 $ 225.500
Qoidnn Cycle,
Colorado City 29,500 1 05
560,500
Portland. Colo- rarto Springs 12,500 21.00
2(2.500
Portland Victor 17,600 2.24
41,184

Smeilei-H- ,

Portland, Independence....
Isabella
Totals

1Í.250
1,680

2.25
2.60

27,562
4.368

79.630 $14.45 $1.121,614

The following
dividends of record
were paid by Cripple Creek minims

companies in

February:

Gold

Company,

Mining

Portland
$90,000,

4

quarterly dividend of 3 cents a share:
Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining
Company. $45.000. Quarterly dividend
of 3 cents; Golden Cycle Mining and
Reduction Company. $30.000. monthly
dividend of 2 cents a share. Thu
dividends of the close corporations
are not made public.
Arizona.

Development on the Gilt Kdge
property at Oatman is advancing rau- iaiy.

High grade ore has been found on
the
level of the Mascot mine
near Wilcox.
Boston parties have boueht a con
trolling Interest In the Oatman
floneer Mine for $250,000.
Almost every claim and pocket in
the southern part of the state that
shows any promise of some dav be
coming a mine Is being worked to its
capacity.
The Tennessee mine, at Chloride,
which was teken over several years
ago by the United States Smelting.
Refining and Mining Company, and
which at the time was practically an
abandoned property, has entered one
or the greatest bodies of lead zinc ore
ever opened in the state.
200-fo-

Wyoming.
Oil drilling operations are about to
be begun a mile or two to the east
of Burlington in the Greybull Valley.
The North Laramie Peak Mining
Company Is about to begin active development of Its property, located
twenty-similes south of Douglas.
During the year ended December
last, the Midwest OH Company made
net earnings of $178,770.10, according
to the annual statement of the comx

pany.

STATEMENT OF M. P. TYSDAL
I lived near Lee, Illinois, for 46
years. I came to Saskatchewan In the
spring of 1912 and bought land near
Brlercrest. I have farmed this land.
1,680 acres, ever since.
I have had
grand crops. In 1914 1 had 100 acres

of wheat that yielded 40 bushels to
the acre. I sold this wheat at $1.60
per bushel.
I like the country and my neighbors.
My taxes on each quarter section (160
acres) are about $32 a year. This cov
ers municipal tax, school tax, hall In
surance tax everything. There is no
war tax,
I like the laws in
force here. There is no compulsion to
me In any way. I am Just as Independ
ent here as I was in Illinois, and I feel
that my family and I are Just as well
protected by the laws of the province
as we were In our old home in Illinois.
What I earn here is my own.
have
seven children and they take their
places at school, in sports and at all
public gatherings the same as the
Canadian born.
(Signed) M. P. TYSDAL.
February 9th, 1916.

Assets
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$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.

The Ford Agency

Roadsters, Touring Cars
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
At.

All Times

Official Agents For "Pep
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
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Headquarters at the

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO
Steam Heat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric lights.
PUIVATE BATHS. REASONABLE BATKS

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
X VWWWWWWWWWWW

STATEMENT

Saskatchewan, and located near Briercrest In the spring of 1912. I bought
a half section of land, I have good
neighbors. I feel quite at home here
the same as in Iowa. We have perfect Bafety and no trouble in living up
to the laws in force.
My taxes are
about $65 a year, on the half section
for everything.
I have had splendid crops.
Wheat
In 1915 yielded me over 50 bushels to
the acre. That is more than I ever
had In Iowa and yet the land there
costs four times as much as it does
here. The man who comes here now
and buys land at $50 an acre or less
'
gets a bargain.
(Signed) S. SCHWEITZBERGER.
February 9th, 1916."
Saskatchewan Farmer, February,
1916.
Advertisement.

s

;

errs garag

1

OF STEVE SCHWEITZ- BERGER
I was born In Wisconsin, but moved
with my parents when a boy to
Stephen Co , Iowa. I was there farming for 50 years. I sold my land then
for over $2'i0 an acre. I moved to

,

4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.

Corres poo (In non

$1,121.614.
Cripple Creek, Colo. The output of
the Cripple Croek district for the
month of February totaled 79,030
tons, with a gross bullion value of
91.121.C14.
The average of all ore
treated was $14.45 a ton. As com-

Ntriu'Li'8

DKi'ONiTH

,

February Cripple Creek Output

S
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Testimony Proves Falseness of
Statements as to Onerous
Taxation and Conscription.
"The attempt to chock emigration
from the United States to our prairie
provinces by publishing alarming statements about the enormous war taxes
that are being paid here $500 on a
quarter section yearly about forcing
young men to enlist for the war;
about the cold, no crops and any old
Btory that by thoir extravagant boldness might Influence men and women
from venturing north to Canada, Is really In the list of curios to our people.
Knowing the country, we can hardly
take it seriously. Our governments,
however, dominion and provincial, are
taking steps to expose the false statements that are being made, and thereby keep tho channel open for continuing the stream of settlers tnat has
been flowing to us for the past decade.
We have thought to assist in this
work, and to do so purpose giving,
from time to time, actual experiences
of Americans who have come to
Saskatchewan during late years. We
give the statements of two farmers in
this issue as follows:

rrKlAR W. K A THRU. Caahtor.
WALTKR M. HITI LKH. AJWt. IMtaalev
U. 1, MtMtHR iM, Uubtar

First National Bank
TESCA-EL
;;; ..,,
XTnltedL Statea Depository

GANADA

NEWS
Weit.rn N.w.papr Union Nen 8rloa
Prices Quoted for Metals.
Lead, New York, $0.45.
Bar Bllver, BGc.
Spelter, St. Louis, $19,00.
Copper, casting, $2C.C2V4.

MOST EFFECTIVE

W. L. Tl(OLBV.

Tnrc- -

MINING AND OIL
w-''s'i.-

nRHtTA . RATWOLDH, Prn.iAVn .
GRAHAM HnNAHV, Vtow-- I reaidftBt,

I AH,

AMERICANS GROW

-
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Homes on the Eas-- Payment Plan

I

Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Plans and Estimating Free

I

()

I

I
I

Mining Timbers Framed.

!

I

Mining Wedges made and Sold

Milling Machine Work
ARTHUR W. IIOUCK

Assayer and Chemist

Assayer and Chemist

GEORGE W. CAMERON
The Gold DuBt Milling Company
with a capitalization of $250,000, has
ReprMfntnrfve Por 8h'nnrs to tba
been organized at Wheatland for the
KL P ASO SMELlKU.
purpose of working recent placer disSOS Sao Fraarl.an Bt. Fl Palo, Tm.
coveries on Bluegrass Creek near
P. O. HOX 4HS
that place.
Wisdom
of Experience.
The Big Horn Oil and Gas Com
Little Lemuel (reading) Say, paw,
pany's properties were taken over by
is a prolonged conflict?
the Midwest Company and are being what
A. W. Morhingstar,
Paw It's something you'll never be
BUTTERMILK GOOD FOR HENS operated under the name of thn rimr. able to understand, son. until after
bull Refining Company, with a ranll- - you
ATTORNEY AT LAW
grow up and get married.
Acts aa General Aid to Digestion and alization of $12,000,000.
LOKDSBÜRG,
Develops Vigor and Vitality to
mw att.xiro.
a Marked Degree.
NeMexico.
FRUIT LAXATIVE
Activity is reported In the Black
31. SI. CROCKER. M.D.
Perhaps no feeds are so general and Hawk dlBtrict, and new
machinery is
rhrIHn find nrefn.
yet put to such slight actual use on being sent
in.
DlMrlcf KtirjrtNHi Mmtfhrrn Pnrlflo and
FO
the average farm as buttermilk or
SIC
CHILD
Mttoo KnlroitJ. áureoo U)
Nw
One of the interesting reports is
inermnii Cuuvoiidaipd t'upiwr C,
BKim nn in. uotu are about tho same
that
the
of
incorporation
ItOKiMiBimo
New Mexico.
.
of the
In feeding value, particularly after the
Pintado Mining Company for the pur "California Syrup of Figs" can't
latter has become sour. The full pose
of exploiting what Is reported to
value of buttermilk or skim milk does
harm tender stomach,
not lie so much in its food value as be a rich copper mine sixteen miles
liver and bowels.
of
west
Rosa.
Santa
in its effect on other foods and trnn- eral aid to digestion. Buttermilk also
The production of the Chino Cop
Every mother realizes, after giving
develops vigor and vitality to a per Company, of Grant county, Is her children "California Syrup ol
Acifl
marked degree as well as promoting: running clone to 75,000,000 pounds of Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
unusual growth at the same time.
copper per annum, the cost being not because they love Its pleasant taste
Mads from tin celebra' ed Clifton
Milk, added to the ration, increases over 7 cents per pound.
The com- and It thoroughly cleansos the tender Ores. Free from
Anliiuunv and Ar
the consumption of other foods and pany thereioro has an earning ca- little stomach, liver and bowels withsenic.
experiments have shown the irreatent pacity with copper for a year
25 out griping.
HKill KI.KOTKIO AL KNKROV.
Increase or gain with chickens was cents per pound of $12,750,000 at per
When cross. Irritable, feverish, or
Gives morn satisfactory results In
maue when most skim milk was being annum. This figures
out better than breath l bad, stomach sour, look at Reduction Works than ai.y C'lieiuicals
fed.
$15 per share on the 870,000 shares.
the tongue, mother! It coated, give a in the market
very
A long freight haul saved to the
Buttermilk is also
valuable for
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
In
consumers
laying hens, having a very high feedlaxative,"
and in a few hours all the and New Mex. both states, Arizona
Colorado.
ing value, particularly during the winfoul, constipated waste, sour bile and
i'rices In competition with the
A second big tungsten strike has
ter mouths. Either mav be fed in
undigested food passes out of the bowEastern Ma it els.
mash mixtures or In a drink In i? been madu near Silvertoni
els, and you have a well, playful child
fountain.
Rich ore was recently encountered again. When its little system is full
OL1KTON. AHIZONA.
in the Klla W. when a well defined of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
Dust Bath Is Essential.
vein was exposed C arrying ore run diarrhoea, indigestion, colic rememRemember that the dust hath la a ning as high as $7 a pound.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
ber, a good "Inside cleaning" should
sential to the liealthfuluess of fowls
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble
The central Colorado miuiuK Camus. always be the first treatment given.
especially of the chicken kind; henci
Kidney Ailnvnta, Inflamatlons, Ar- Millions of mothers keep "California
included in Pitkin, Eagle. Summit,
u rHunl i if f . .rxi
a
luriatl
raciiuiea for a dust eith should ai
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a XurvniiB
Kruubinir aM I .r.,A 'n
ways be provided. A liberal sunnlv o Park, Lake, Chaffee and Gunnison
teaspoonful
today
a
child
sick
Baves
nient, Perfec Climate. Health Pie,
ashes In the bath makes it better, am counties, where the white metal Is at tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
home, will be Interested to learn
tire, Larga Modern Hotel. Booklet.
ir lice or mites are feared, pulveruei
of "California Syrup of
T i ! MíiDfuuvwi.
sulphur may be mixed lu It to grea through the Mining Magazine of Lo- - Figs," bottle has
babies,
which
directions
for
don
that the royal British mint readvantage.
ports that during 1915 the number children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
WHITE and ANDREWS
of silver coinB Issued was 105,231,415
a
Prevent
Habit.
as
compared
82,455,843
Atturaeys at I.'.w
with
in 1914
The
habit is usually pre
Japan
was
The
carried
from
camella
WASHINGTON LOAN & TKUST Ml'ILDlNG
and 32,290.527 In 1913.
vented by the use of trup nests. Fra
to France by a missionary named
WASHINGTON. D. C.
In the C. O. D. prooertv in Crlnnle
tically, the hen is a machine tot wr
SprcUl attention to puhllc Land and Minina caaking .ergs and flesh from raw matt Creek district, five sets of lessee
befor the General Land Office and Interiur
are at work shipping ore worth 140
The czar of Russia hat an income of es
rial
Department.
PATBNT FOH INVENTIONS
to $60 per ton.
$80
minute.
about
-

Agent for Ore Shippers
at the Douglas Smelters.
COLO ANO MII.VKK HUI.LION
1'tKt.ll AKO

Box 392

355 10Ü1 St.

AKI.ONA.

Terrell

Black

&

LAWYERS
SILVER CITY
NEW MEEOO
Will be so Lordsburar at the utile of
('. W Marsails, on the Orsband third
SATURDAY of each moutb for th

oovenlenee of clients

MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut
HOME, PaLETINK
Your Business Solicited

Art-tor-

Btato,

'

OOUOLAS.

Copperas,

Custom Assay Office

Sulphuric

Critchett

&

REPRESENTATIVE
P. O. Hox 712

Ferguson

FOB OHE SHIPPERS

El Paso. Texas.

Jaaa.,.
Feed

&

0,,tt
Livery Stable I
i,

JONES & BURNst

Arizona Copper Co.
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artlthtrntorli rivnn rood IIuImi..
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Egg-Eatln-

egg-eatin- g

Ka-me- l.
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Dr. R. E. BUVENS i;
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DK.NTA1, KÚRIIKON.
Office:

Hrown Block
Pyramid Si.

'
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Permanently Located.
LORDfUl'KG.NKW MIX ICO.
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SHOP

BARBER

PARLOR
BATH.

1

Dr. J.G. Egon's
Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.
Finest

for

L

WRIGHT

I

t
i

Blacksmith, WiTicel-wrigSpring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horsesboing.
ht

i
I
$

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Entertainment

5

t

:

Cue FIock and

Safe

O. H. Sellards,

The lordsburg (Jarage
taza

'tall;

15 and 25c

the southwest-ter- n
representative for Ingersoll-Ran- d
was married to Miss Hough-lan- d
Las Cruces on Tuesday
of
Show
Regular
Our
For
of
week. Mr. Sellards is
this
and
15c
Remember the Price, 10
well known in this vicinity where
he has a host of friends extending
congratulations. The bride is a
DIAMOND FROM THE SKY
Las
'charming young lady of glad
Cruces. Lordsburg will be
Every Tuesday
to welcome her and Mr. Sellards
on their honeymoon.
Thursday,

F'lgw.'f.'M

o

harf.IjA

I'HOI'RIEIOK
- Vegetables and
Groceries. FROMPT Deliveries
Phone Mo. 6 - 2 Rings

MODERATE PRICES.

Fresh Meats,

SATISFACTORY

Store North of S. P. Tracks

EXPERIENCED

ELECTRICAL

REPAIRMEN

WORK

A

SPECIALTY

StElmoBarlierSüopl
in Rear of St. Elmo Bar

g

TWO UIIA1KS

w

VI

í

II

S.

8

GILIXM, Proprietoii

The Overland Agency

See Us First

g u

Agency El raso steam Lannnry

8

Insurance

Real Estafe

Morningstar & Augustine
"THE APPRECIATED

n

CANDIES"

1)

una rrnnr t ni
uun oiunc
We sell so many of these
famously cood chocolates that
we can always supply any of the
T
i

iu-u-

lohnton

popular

New Line of Fine

auortment.

And always Fresh

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Evening Post
and are What She Wants!

THE MINT CLUB

J

Jewelry
Complete line at reasonable prices
Call and see our excellent goods
WALTER RUBESCH

PROPRIETOR

85 Mine Directory

LORDSBURG'S PROGRESSIVE JEWELER

joceoocx

'

"85" Heat Market
II.

L. SWINK,

Owner

FRESH MEATS
8
Prompt Deliveries made in Iordtunr V
SOOeQOCOOOOSOOCOQOOOOó)

Engagement Extraordinary
The Superb Soloists of The Famous

OOCOQOCCOeOOCCOOCOOOOOC

AUTO DELIVERY

chubert Symphony Club

J. W. JOHNSON
85 MINE STORE
Town Prices at the 85 mine
camp. Free Automobile De-livery anywhere in this vicin-- J
1 t r
i.. x
uii4uiuiauii o l i lies L1
C
vjfore You Buy.

of

CHICAGO

Q
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Star Theatre,
ONE

Performance Only

--

ONE

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

br lotal npi'llrttloni,
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t cure
reiiirtliea.
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FEATURING
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Bert Ramsay and Company
El Paso, Texas
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The Morninff Star Saloon

U

Under New Management

Large and Juicy Beers
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

CloCLd. Xj.
PROPRIETOR
I

VALLEY VIEW NOTES
Tba adoba man ara making adobea for the
new achool building.
David Sellards la staying on the ranch with
hta father.
Charlie Tyson spent several days in Lords
burg.

Is Your Home Wired For

ELE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Under this head, during the com
ing months, before the primaries,
will be carried the announcements
of all who wish to present their
names to the voters at the pm
maries or in the general election in
This, will, of course
November
necessitate the use of the these
columns for from six to ten months
and at the regular advertising
rates will be worth all that is ask
ed for the service, "which for the
offices will be as follows:
For all County officers, $10.00
For all District officers. $15.00
is
In the event that a write-u- p
desired by a candidate, more than
a brief notice written by the editor
the candidate or a friend may write
more extensive notices, which will
be charged for at the. rate of ten
cents a line.

I

LIGHTS ?

That is the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

HAVE IT DONE NOW
You will be surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your
home wired.

Estimates Furnished

ICE-

Here's Vhat7ou Wan!

LorHiin

of W. M. Stamp.
E. L. Todd of Deming, New
Mexico, offers hatching eggs for
sale from pure bred S. C. Rhode
Island Reds, at $1 to $2.50 for 15,

POWER

a?r

Power

CniniT

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

Firtihty guaranteed.

Nesch's Butter Crust Bread

White Leghorn
FOR SALE-1- 00
Chickens and Barred Plymouth
BEST ON EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
Rocks. G. F, Werdeman at
A. & N. M. Depot.
Order your spring suit now. Where Quálity, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headprevious to the spring rush. The quarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
prices are right and workmanship Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
and a fit guaranteed at your local
tailor s, M. r. iarrer.
We Have t&6 Easiness, and kg Want YOUR Business
.

rBrb

la by coualltutloii
la rauavtl by an lndauifil
crulliton f tbq muiiHia ltnlna; of the KtiatMi-liIaTol'i, Wiiro lliia tub la Indaini-i- jrou bare
rnuiblltir iui)4 or luí i r feet bearing, and wheo
la tin .vault, and
It la entirely i'1m.(
unlettb iiiflnujiuatlun ran b takfn out and
to tta not-ru- I coudttbou, bear- tJila tub retitri-lug will ne dfMtroyt-- forprrr; nloe caaea out I
ten ara rauaed ty Catarrh, which la uotblnK but
a tndnid court It lou of (be
aurfana.
We will five iMie Hundred I Miara fur any raaa
of leafnea (auad by cntarrb) tbat rautwt be,
fieud tvt clrcu-laxaeurvd by Hall's Catarrh
íxee.
F. . CHENKT ft CO., Toledo, O.
IUld by Dnifclitt, Tftc.
aiU rilU fur coutlpaUua.
liaLTi
m

Distributors of Schlitz Beer.
Special prices in quantity lots

"Old Trusty" Incubator and
Brooder for sale cheap. Enquire

X Mi 16

.

Hill & Hill
Old Taylor

1

Next Friday and Saturday Miss
Elizabeth Garrett will be in Ari
zona, where she will give concerts
at Bowie and San Simon respect
ively. The Arizona towns are mak
ing preparations for a hearty wel
come of New Mexico's sweet sing
er.
George Haydon returned Sunday
from Deming, where he has been
confined in the Ladies' Hospital
with a badly fractured arm, resulting from a bullet wound received when he was shot by Curley
Rollins about five weeks ago. Mr,
Haydon is recovering "nicely from
the wound and may recover the use
His many friends
of his .arm.
were glad to welcome him home.
Rev. J. A. Land, who has been
attending the Laymans mission
ary convention at LI Faso, wil
return tomorrow and willJiold
services at the Baptist church
here Sunday morning and eve
nine. Special sermons on con
ditions in Lordsburg will be given

!

Bond & Lillard
Kentucky Club
W. T. Snyder

Kmmett Henderson and wife visited at the
T. J. McCanta home.
Bart McKlnney haa returned from El Paso,
and la much Improved in health.
Moat of the Schlesinger family have been
oa the sick list.

HARRY FARRIOR

A

Whiskey

Consisting of all leading brands,
'
including

at both meetings and a large con
gregation is expected to hear
these discourses.

14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

it

10,000
Cases

-

OF ALL CLASSES

REPAIR WORK

Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Maddox
were in from the Animas on Mon
day on business.
W. Adams ac
companied them on the trip.
Messrs. Bentley and Thomas, of
Fort Worth, Texas, arrived here
Monday in their touring; car and
may locate here if suitable living
quarters are available.
Will trade for local real estate.
What have you 7 160 acres patented unimproved land, western
Oklahoma. Box 225, El Faso. Tex..
or inquire at Liberal.
Mr. Hightower of Duncan was
here on business Wednesday

Mrs. M. Mansfield entertained
the Bridge Club at the Mansfield
home on Thursday. A most en
joyable afternoon was spent, all
the members of the Club being
present.

WORK

11

FOR SALE

on company business.

STORE COMPANY
yr-c-

LP

Monday.

1

is'iaMSMffiSMi

SURPRISE GROCERY
fi:

RATES $1.00 AND

iit!!!!!i!l!i;i!i!!lEli!

afternoon.
of Bowiet
Trainmaster Murphy
l
was nere several aays
mis weeK

Eollar'1

A

XT

the local U. S. Commissioner on

MARRIED
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indictments and one no bill were ness visitor here Tuesday.
Dick Cureton, Frank Harper and
returned the first day. There
71 cases to be disposed of. The
N. Morris are some of the south
petit jury will be empanneled ern Grant county men on the grand
Monday. It is expected that the ury.
present term of court will conJack Campbell filed on his home
tinue until April.
stead in the Animas valley before

Big Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

PRICES:
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rienty of Fun, Thrills

Goods

Bakery

'

brought

World Features
now showing
Thursday Nights
and

LOCAL & PERSONAL mTTTi
1 II 111

EL PASO. TEXAS
agency and have
ini Mr. and Mrs. II. S. Spink are
r.tnr. K.riUili.ln tn Mim'ncr mnA fnttlpmpn and Iheir families.
several new cars.
pending: a few weeks vacation in a, lio' Hinninir mnm nill nenf nn hllnril-Pl-i twrfong Buffet for men Will ÍPat
Santa Clara, Calif.
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
'
GRAND JURY
will seat ninety persons.
of the Rio Grande
jury is now in Mr. Wharton
The
Company
Loan
was
a
Cattle
busi
THIS IS THE BIGGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
session at the county seat. Eight

LAUNDRY ACiENCY

ÍNriNmirtoPwliillM

Agency

THEATRE

STAR

Felix Jones, prop.

STUDEBAKER AGENTS
M. P. Walker and Harry Hill
have taken the local Studebaker

THOMAS V. PURCELL,

LEETA CORDER,

Brilliant Violinist

Charming Soprano

LAVLNIA ZENDT

Favorite Contralto

Lordsburs First Class Bakery

High class tailoring, cleaning, press-Inand alterinir. Ladles and Gentlemens suits made at home from $18.00
to $40.00. See M. P. Fárrer, the
'

Musical Feature of the Year

tailor.

4.

Our Guarantee Protects You.

'

Phoñe 38
'

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

Orders Solicited

Out-of-To-

-

J. II. Henson, Manager

